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Murray Ledger &,se Times
Murray, Ky.,Thursday Afternoon, June 23, 1977

in Our 98th Year

Per ('ups

Volume 98 No. 148

TVA Charged With Failing To
Comply With Clean Air Rules

Winfred Davis, assistant scout master of Troop 25 from Athens, GA, slipped away from his troop
long enough to
do some bass fishing on Energy Lake. Davis and the troop were camping at Camp Energy in Land
Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre recreation and public demonstration area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo 13,
.Mark Lyons)

Unattended Camping Equipment
Not Allowed In Campgrounds
GOLDEN POND, KY — Land
Between The Lakes officials have
reaffirmed that the family campground
policy established in 1964 which
prohibits leaving camping emilpment
unattended
overnight
without
authorization will be strictly enforced.
Dr. Frank Holland, manager of the
170,000-acre public demonstration area

Hams Plan
Field Day For
This Weekend
Fire, flood, tornado — whatever the
disaster, Amateur Radio Operators
have for years stepped in to provide
communications for an emergencystricken area. The Spring floods in
Eastern Kentucky are perhaps the
latest example of how Hams are ready
and able to step in and set up radio
systems under the most difficult of
circumstances. Developing this skill
takes practice, one of the objectives of
the Amateur Radio Field Day, to be
held this weekend,June 25-26.
An annual event, Field Day is
sponsored by the American Radio
Relay League, the national society of
Amateur Radio operators. Each year
approximately 12,000 hams take to the
hills and fields, to set up radio stations
under remote conditions. Using
,v
gasoline-powered generators and
erecting portable antenna,, the many
groups of hams then talk with each
other to evaluate their station's
effectiveness.
Locally, the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club is planning to
participate by setting up a station at the
NISU Biological Station, on the shores of
Kentucky Lake. "This will be the first
time we have used .this site," William
Call, club president, said. "It will be a
considerably different installation from
our setups of previous years. We try to
move around and gain experience with
various types of locations."
The club plans to operate four radios
at the same time, using both voice and
Morse code. Operation will begin at 1 p.
m. Saturday and continue until 1 p. m.
Sunday.

in western Kentucky and Tennessee,
made the announcement following
violations of the policy at the family
campgrounds over the Memorial,Da-y
weekend.
According to Richard L. Cottrell,
Chief of Recreation Services at the
public area between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley, several vehicles
were towed by TVA personnel from the
family campgrounds after visitors to
the area violated the provisions.
Specifically, the regulation reads:
"Camping is by a first-come-firstserved basis ... reserving is
prohibited." Further, the regulation
reads: "Camping equipment left
unattended
overnight
without
authorization from gate personnel may
be moved at the owner's expense."
"Such uncooperative action on the
part of a few campers will hurt all
campers," Cottrell said. "Some
campers would like to pull their
vehicles into favorite sites early in the
o'.
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its orders.
TVA has been in a raging battle, both
in and out of courts, with EPA for the
past seven years over the clean air
regulations. The utility contends
compliance would raise residential
consumers' electric bills by as much as
17 per cent.
Last year the U.S. Supreme Court
refused to hear TVA's appeal of a lower
court decision saying EPA does not
have to consider the plants' tall stacks
in enforcing the law. TVA is lobbying in
Congress to amend the Clean Air Act to
allow them.
"All the tall stack does is allow TVA
SO2 to be spewed out on someone else,"
said Jack Ravan, EPA's regional
administrator in Atlanta. "Out of sight,
out of mind is not consistent with
today's laws."
TVA resisted the EPA orders,
refusing to install smokestack
scrubbers to control pollution after
most private utilities have bowed to
federal demands.
The suits ask the federal courts to
require TVA to meet EPA's 1980
deadline for having all 10 plants in
compliance with the law.
"The suits are being filed fora simple
reason," Rivkin said. ''TVA has
ignored deadline after deadline for
complying with the law. Instead,
they've engaged in_a strategy aimed at
delaying enforcement that we can no
longer tolerate.
• Lasffriday, Alabama officials filed a
similar suit in Birmingham seeking to
force TVA to bring its two Alabama
plants into compliance with the law.
Kentucky Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
said Tuesday he plans a similar suit to
cover TVA's two plants in his state.
Rivkin said the clean air law requires
that the suits by his groups be filed in
the federal court closest to the plants
named in the complaint.

Therefore, the Knoxville suit deals
only with TVA's Kingston plant. TVA's
Watts Bar plant is the subject of the
Chattanooga suit and the Allen plant is
named in the Memphis suit.
The Birmingham suit deals with the
twc Alabama plants, Colbert and
Widows Creek, and the Paducah suit
involves two TVA plants in Kentucky—
Shawnee and Paradise. The Nashville
suit focuses on three TVA plants,
Cumberland,
Gallatin
and
Johnsonville.
"Johnsonville, Shawnee, Widows
Creek and Kingston are the plants most
out of compliance with the law," Rivkin
said. "But any orders have to be
released on a systemwide basis."
TVA's general counsel, Herb Sanger,
called the legelitctifins "cripple suits."
In a one-page statement issued
Wednesday in 'response to the suits,
TVA repeated its earlier arguments
that it is meeting the standards at
ground level.
-TVA has been reluctant to install
scrubbers on its older power plants
because the cost is very large and
reliability has been uncertain," the
staternent said.
"...Compliance methods at some
plants (Kingston, Shawnee, Widows
Creek and Johnsonville ) still may be in
doubt with the Clean Air Act
amendments being considered by
Congress," the statement added.
The Alabama Lung Association
joined the Sierra Club and National
Resources Defense Council in the suit
filed Wednesday in Birmingham.
Other plaintiffs in the Tennessee suits
are Save Our Cumberland Mountains,
Tennessee Citizens for Wilderness
Planning, the League of Women Voters,
the Tennessee Thoracic Society, the
East Tennessee Energy Group, the
Tennessee Environmental Council and
the Vanderbilt Nnyironmental Council.

200 Exhibitors Scheduled
For Arts and Crafts Fest
More than 200 exhibitors from states throughout the southeast and midwest are expected at the 8th annual
Arts and(rafts Festival Saturday and Sunday, June 25 and 26, at TVA's Land Between The Lakes.
Entertainment at
this year's testival, centered in the Environmental Education Center of the 170,000-acre public demonstr
ation
area, will include the Young Actors Company, Louisville, and the Whiskey Ridge Boys, a Bluegrass
group from
Murray. The festival opens at 9 a. m. both days and continues through dusk. Refreshments will
be provided at
stands operated by the Murray Optimist and Hopkinsville Kiwanis clubs, The event is
co-sponsored by the
Murray Art Guild and TVA's Land Between The Likes.
41111.0
.

Visits Local Relatives
That's right, ladies. He was here, in
Murray,and you missed him.
Tom Hughes, sometimes known in
real life as David Colson, was in
Murray visiting his parents.
Colson, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Colson, Bagwell Drive, is somewhat
better known as Lawyer Tom Hughes,
of "As The World Turns," the number
one-rated program on daytime
television. '
"As The World Turns," is seen daily
on the CBS network, Channels 5 and 12
in the local area.
Colson also has a cousin who lives
here, Don Gilbert, who operates the
Triangle Restaurant, and his
grandmother, Mrs. Eula Gilbert,
Westview Nursing Home.
The soap opera lawyer has been with
the daytime drama for about three
years. He is originally from Detroit; his
mother, was born in Possum Trot, and
his father was born in Paducah.

One Section — 16 Pages
Visitors to the Land Between the Lakes often see
wildlife babies concealed in the brush and, thinking they
have been abandoned, often pick them up. This is not the
best course of action, however, as John Mechler,
supervisor of wildlife management at I.B1. explains
in a
story on page 9.
Ivan Wilson of Hazel is a legend among water color
artists of our time. Wilson is the topic in Garrott's Galley
on today's Opinion Page, page 5.

Partly cloudy through Friday
with a chance of rain. Lows
tonight in the 60s to low 70s. Highs
Friday in the 80s to low 90s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Rain chances 50 per cent tonight
and Friday.

A ••

Soap Opera Lawyer

inside today

partly cloudy

week prior to a weekend and leave
them unattended — in essence,
reserving the sites. Although they may
pay the required fee, they are depriving
other visitors use of the sites by these
actions. Our policy is designed to give
everyone, whether local or from a long
distance, an equal opportunity."
Dr. Frank Holland indicated concern
about the attitude of the campers who
were violating the regulation."Many of
therri, I understand, informed our gate
attendants they would 'take the
chance,' and in some cases were
abusive before and after our
enforcement of the regulation."
"Land Between The Lakes is a public
outdoor recreation area for all the
public to use and enjoy; special
privileges cannot be gLapteci to any
person or group," Holltind said.
Land Between The Lakes, as did
several of the private campground
operators in the area, reported a very
heavy volume of visitor traffic over
the three-day weekend.

KNOXVILLE, Term. AP -- The
Tennessee Valley Authority, which
President Carter' wants to be the
national model for generating power
effeciently and cleanly, has been
charged in lawsuits with failing to
comply with federal clean air
standards.
A coalition of 11 environmental
groups filed suits Wednesday in
Paducah, Ky., Birmingham, Ala., in
addition to Knoxville, Chattanooga and
Nashville. The suits allege TVA "has
persistently' refused to coMply with
sulfur oxides emission limitations and
staodards.The suits target 10 of TVA's 12 coalfired
generating
plants.
The
Environmental Protection Agency says
the 10 plants are responsible for 15 per
cent of the sulfur dioxide 02)
pollution iii the nation and 38 per cent of
the pollution in the seven-state region
TVA serN es.
The suits were filed Wednesday in
federal courts in Knoxville, Nashville,
Chattanooga. Paducah, Ky., and
Birmingham, Ala. Dean H. Rivkin, a
University of Tennessee law professor
representing the plaintiffs, said a suit
also was mailed to the federal court in Memphis.
"We're talking about millions of tons
of SW being emitted in violation of the
law." said Dean H. Rivkin;a University
of
Tennessee
law
professor
representing the plaintiffs.
"I think it's the largest citizen
enforcement effort ever brought under
the Clean Air Act. It's conunensurate
with the magnitude of violations and
the size of the utility."
The suit does not mention any
penalties nor have any penalties been
mentioned by the Environmental
Protection Agency in its ongoing battle
with TVA. EPA has said only that it
mar. go to court if TVA keeps resisting

'Tom SawyerI

today's index
Local Scene
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Garrott's Galley
Sports
Horoscope
Crossword
Comics
Classified
Deaths & Funerals

Colson lives in Westchester County
New York, and the series is taped In
New York City. The actors tape one
hour-long show each day, and stay one
weekVhead of schedule. Each one-hour
. soap takes about 12 hours to tape.
With such a rigid schedule, the
writers had to "write out" Tom Hughes
in order for Colson to get a week's
vacation. Therefore, since Colson
wasn't in New York this week, Hughes
.will be "on vacation" next week, sinto
the shows are taped a week in advance
Hughes is a "good guy" on the soap
"There are four types of characters in
a daytime drama:" Colson said,"a bad
guy that is basically bad; a bad
that is basically good; a good guy that
is basically bad; and a good guy that is
basically good. I'm a good guy who's
basically good."
Colson says he has no real aspiratior.to fnove to nighttime televis v ,
immeately. "It's all the sari,really," he said. "In nighttime,
have cartoons with real people. and if
daytime, you have romance corn:
books with real people."
Colson has been in theatre, both o•
Broadway and off, and in other actin,
roles. "Hamlet was my professiona'
debut."
How did he get the role? -1 ji,Nt
auditioned, and they liked me best. It all luck in this business — it's just a
like any other."

2. 3. 4
2
5
6, 7,8
9
10
10
13,14 8c 15
16

Scheduled For
Three Nights
The third production of the
Community
Theatre's
summer
program, 'Tom Sawyer,' will be held
this evening and on Friday and
Saturday evenings at 7:30 at the nev.
City-County Park at the site of the first
courthouse in Calloway County.
Admission will be one dollar per
person

Sc

Some of the exhibitors expected this weekend.
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Mrs. Cunningham
Is New Regent

Clothes Care
Is Discussed
From The Desk Of
-JEAN W. CLOAR
('allow ay County Extension
Agent for Home Economics

IDeok-Actiinku

Mr.& Mrs. Bray Entertain
Friends At Lake Cottage

CHOOSE SWIMSUIT
ACCORDING TO USE
FORT COLLINS, Col (API The use to which it will be put
is important in choosing a
swimsuit, says Mildred Crawford, assistant professor of textiles and clothing with the Colorado State University Cooperative Extension Service.
A one-piece rnaillot or tank
suit made of a stretch fabric,
for example, would be the best
choice for the woman who
plans to do a lot of swimming
and diving, since it offers the
greatest ease of movement and
has little chance of slipping out
of place.
On the other hand, she says,
for persons who intend mainly
to sunbathe, a swimsuit that
exposes the maximum amount
of skin area, such as a bikini,
would be suitable, provided
that it looked good on the figw.
She points out that fabrics
from synthetic fibers, such as
nylon, polyester or acrylic, dry
much faster than those made
from natural fibers, such as
cotton or wool.

Mr. and Mrs. Euel Bray Thomas and children, James,
entertained
with a dinner at Tommy, and Jay, Mr. and
sentinel;
Bessie
Swain,
augus.
Donna Cunningham was
By Abigail Van Buren
their cottage on Kentucky Mrs. Larry Gilbert and
Chairmen are: Thelma
installed as senior regent of
Lake recently.
children, Voline and Gregory,
the Murray Women of the Eckerdt, publicity; Joanne
Following the dinner round Tommy Warmack, Mrs.
No Need To
Moose at the open meeting for Bowland, Moseheart; Holly
and square dancing was held Sheron Jones and children,
Discard Tris-Treated
the installation of officers held Melvin, library; Patricia
with music by the Kentucky Shaun and Shannon, and Mrs.
Clothes
Thursday, June 16, at eight p. Simpson, social service;
Lake Rangers.
Joey Warmack.
in. at the lodge hall on North Juanita Williams, child care;
If children's sleepwear
Those
attending
were
Mr.
Martistez,
DEAR
Nora
hospital;
ABBY: My husband is t e greatest! I know it for
Sixteenth Street, Murray.
treated with the flameand Mrs. Joe Christopher, Mr.
a fact, because he's been telling me that for 36 years.
Karen Beam, Moosehaven; retardant chemical Tris
The installing officer was
SUMMER SHAKE
might
and Mrs. Gene Christopher
My
problem
is
that's
ever
he
ALL
tells
Nitaree
memBowland,
me.
Other
than
George Hodge, with the incause cancer, and if "Tris" is
that, there is no conversation between us. He never asks and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Youngsters 81 Friends &
bership; Jane Blair, academy hardly ever
stalling guide being Ora Lee
on the label, what
Junior Ball, Mr. and Mrs. Company can have a cool plus
me a question or initiates any conversations with me.
of
F.S.;
Ora
Lee
Farris,
Farris and the installing
do you do? Throw away all
We have just one thing in common, now that the kids are Ross Bain and daughter, nutritious Honey 'n Spice
college of regents; Lil Cooper,
chaplain, Jean Kalberer.
your children's pajamas,
married and gone from home. He still likes sex. Sometimes Karen, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Shake to shake up summer
star recorder; Fran °Sinus,. gowns and
I get so starved .for conversation I wiltset his attention by Rickman, Mr. and Mrs. tastes.
sleeping bags?
Just beat two-thirds
ritual director.
Other officers are Virginia
turning on the music and doing a little strip tease -tossing James Shelton, Mr. and Mrs.
This shouldn't be necessary,
cup vanilla ice cream with two
Stott, junior graduate regent;
All the officers but four were especially, if you've
my
undies
at
him,
time.
one
a
at
piece
But that just leads to Doris Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
already
tablespoons honey, one-fourth
Joan Herndon; junior regent;
installed; and these will be washed
the bedroom, and he doesn't talk much in there.
the sleepwear at least
chaplain;
Minter,
installed at a later date.
Judy
If someone would have classes to teach men how to talk Carl Pirtle, Mr. and Mrs. teaspoon, each, of cinnamon
three times.
George McAlister, Mr. and and nutmeg and one and oneto their wives, I would drag him there.
Shirley Kurtz, recorder; Ann
The women will hold
If the garment hasn't been
Mrs. John Fuqua, Mr. and half cups of cold milk, until the
Do other women have this problem? Or am I....
Seive.rs, treasurer; Lynn
meetings on the first and third laundered,
and if you know,
Mrs.
Don Dunn and son, Mike, mixture is thick and frothy.
ALONE
IN
WASHINGTON?
Baileyx guide; Rita Starks, Thursdays of each month at where
you bought it, take it
Miss Marsha Bert, Mrs. Ora Pour into two tall (12 ounce)
assistant guide; Lynn Elkins, eight p.m. at the lodge hall. back and
find out if it really
DEAR ALONE: You're not alone, Fm sure. But why Lee Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. glasses and add a scoop of
was treated with this
don't YOU initiate some conversation? Ask him what he David
Balentine,
Ted vanilla or peach ice cream for
thinks about the energy shortage or the chances for world Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
chemical. The stores should
great sipping. '
peace, or how long he thinks Elizabeth Taylor will be
have this information from the
happy
down
silence
on
farm.
The
at
the
your house is half
manufacturer by now, and if
your fault.
this is the case they will
refund your money.
DEAR ABBY: I am an 18-year-old whose sister is
If you haven't kept your
Mr. and Mrs. Harold centered with bouquets of
married and has an 8-month-old baby. She's living with her
sales
slip
and
you don't know
Beaman were hosts for a mixed daisies.
in-laws while her husband is in the service. They don't
Miss Schultz, her mother, where you bought the merdinner party at their lovely
treat her very well, but she is totally dependent upon
them. She was married after the baby was born and is very
home on Johnson Boulevard, Mrs. Fred Schultz, and Mr. chandise, the fiber content
unhappy in her marriage, but she's trapped.
on Friday evening, June 17, Parker's grandmother, Mrs. noted on the sewn-in label is
I recently ran into the fellow she was once in love with.
honoring Miss Selwyn Schultz Opal Parker, were presented your clue as to whether or not
He told me he was still in love with sis and he asked me to
it may have been treated with
and Craig Parker, who will be corsages of white daisies.
give her his phone number because he couldn't very well
A delightful buffet menu Tris.
married on July 23.
call her where she now lives.
Chances
are
was
twenty-two
better
than
served
90
Guests were seated at tables
to the
Conrad's is Moving Back
My sister has often expressed her regret at having
per cent that the following
in the dining room and den persons present.
turned him down, and I'm sure she would like to see him
To Paducah
Following dinner, a colorful fibers used for sleepwear have
with small tables in the living
again. I've always thought these two were meant for each
been
treated with Tris:
room. The tables were filled hamper with a variety of
other. He never married.
overlaid with beautiful cross- gifts was brought out to acetate, acetate blends,
Should I give her his message?
stitched handmade cloths and surprise the honored couple. triacetate and triacetate
TORN OUT EAST
blends.
DEAR TORN: When in doubt, apply the "do unto
ith polyester the chances
It Drastically Reduced Prices
others" principle. Givec your sister the message.
about 50-50:
For cotton and nylon,
DEAR ABBY: One more letter, please, on TALKS TOO
chances are less than 5 per
MUCH. Mrs. Anonymous asked for tolerance on the part of
Reduced as much as
cent because other flamethose who had to listen to non-stop talkers.
retardant ehemicals do a
I agree with you. Peopleosho talk teo much should
better job on these:
become conscious of what they're saying.
Some fibers are naturally
I, too, was a long-winded bore until a dear friend did me
a tremendous favor and asked me if I had bver LISTENED
flame-resistant and don't need
by Jean McClure
to myself.
any special treatment:
The name of the plant is Atropurpurea, and this beauty
I was more shocked than hurt by her frankness, but I
modacrylic (brand names
more than makes up for its name. It has deep, pink flowers
began to listen to myself. That cured me.
include Verel, • SER and
Sayings on
that turn crimson and then darken to maroon The blossoms
I still bless my friend for probably the most helpful
Kanecaron),
modacrylic
are huge and elegant and you can unearth a treasure if you
Lowrey
suggestion I've ever received.
blends, matric ( Dordelan),
ask about for a 'primrose." The original species came from
TALKS
LESS,
LISTENS
Organs Start at
MORE
matrix
Burma around 1884, and was recognized as an excellent
blends,
vinyon
greenhouse plant in England and other European countries
(Leavit) and vinyon blends.
DEAR TALKS LESS: The trick is to get a don-stop
Today, modern primrose plants produce blossoms as large as
Childrens sleepwear is the
talker to LISTEN when you tell him he talks too much.
in diameter, in doubles anti in many shades The fairy
Only category of clothing
primroses (primula rnalacoides) are available in some thirty
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WONDERING" IN MANKATO:
required by law to be flamevarieties and are popular blooming spring bedding plants.
resistant. Children's gar- Yes, it is possible that he has forgotten that you owe him
We invite you to come by our greenhouse at SHIRLEY
ROR5T b, GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753ments other than sleepwear the money, but I would attr.bute his "never mentioning it"
8944 whether or not you are planning to buy and to ask us
are rarely treated with flame- to his good taste rather than his bad memory. Emerson
Olympic Plaza
any questions you may have regarding plants or their care.
retardant chemicals such as said, "Pay every bill like God wrote the bill." And I say,
"Wise man, that Emerson."
Refinda Higgins and Jean McClure are very knowledgeable in
Tris.
the field of horticulture. We offer a complete landscape serThe alledged danger is from
vice for both commercial and residential customers. ClarenHOSPITAL NEWS
excess Tris on the surface of
ce Hisson is our specialist in this area."Flowers and Plants for
all Occasions" We are open Mon-Sat.from 8 to 5.
the fabric. After three
HANDY HINT:
washings, the Consumer June 17, 1977
Dampen primrose seeds befote planting. Place in freezer
Adults 111 Nursery 9
Product Safety Commission
for about three days to crack the shells
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
which has banned the use of
master charge
Baby Boy Dortch (mother
Tris until further notice,
believes there is little if any Sylvia), Rt. 2, Dover, Tn.
DISMISSALS
risk to consumers. The fibers
Mrs. Janis Hicks and Baby
901 Arcadia
themselves-Will still retain the
BANKAMIRICARO
chemical and its flame- Girl, 1661 College Terrace
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Mrs. Pamela L.
retardant properties.
This whole situation was Stafford and Baby Boy, 108 S.
(Across From New City-County Park)
brought to light by the En- 12, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn A.
Yates
and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
vironmental Defense Fund, a
non-governmental public- Box 77, Dexter, Mrs. Irene
interest group, which claims Curry, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
that Iris poses a cancer Christi A. Mikez, 817 S. 1,
hazard. Scientists are still Mayfield, Mrs. Rebecca C.
evaluating test data on the Gay, Gen. Del. Hazel, Mrs.
Lee M. Lafser, 1704 Plainview
subject.
Dr., Murray, Miss Leah B.
Vance, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs.
Norma J. Harris, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra J.
Cooling fan
Harris,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Ends Tonite - "The Last Hard Men"
casts a warm charm
Sandra K. Jackson, 1302
from a bygone era!
7:25,9:10
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Thacker, Box 631
TOMORROW!
AGG's faithful replica of yesterday's ceiling
Murray, Ed Tucker, Rt. 1,
fan is both functional and decorative. RotatHardin, Ernest L. Hopper, Rt.
A beautiful, on.-piece, acrylic tub/
ing blades provide cooling comfort-with an
The Love Bug turns the great race
shower combination. It's strong,
intriguing lighting effect just as pleasing.
4, Murray, Mrs. Erma J.
Uses little power...does a big cooling job. A
yet light No seams so there's no
Johnson, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn
Into a brand new HERBIE-DERBY1
real energy‘saver. Comes with a variable
grout. Elegant seashell sculptured
Mrs.
Flossie
Hopkins,
speed selector and light switch. Beautifully
seat and shelves. Offered In a variety
Westview Nursing Home,
hand -finished walnut stained blades acof decorator colors. Stop by for a
Murray, Porter C. McCuiston,
INALTDISNEY
cented with fine cane insets. Other finishqs
look,
and
pick
up
our
free
brochure.
PRODUCTIONS
and decorator colors available.
227 Spruce, Murray, Mrs. 7,era
acrylk by
20012.P.M. at full speed
Jones, 907 Pogue Murray,
Only 1.3 amps on 110V at full speed
Mrs. Minnie L. Carroll, 109 S.
(add]
12amp with 200 watt bulb)
GESS TOMONTE CARLO
10 Murray, Bert A. Ga land,
Rt. 1, Box 144, Kirkse
Dean JONES DOnKNOTTS Julie SOMMARS
rtorpecotorr
June 18, 1977
Adults 111 Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Jester (mother
Piro 7/7
Cynthia), Rt. 1, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
720.92s
Mrs. Nannette Durham and
Baby Boy, 220 S. 12, Murray,
Mrs. Barbara A. Gillum and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 195,
man!"
Kirksey, Mrs. Jean C. Bennett
sLL NEW!
%chi-retires of the live life hero._
and Baby Girl, 806 S. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret R.
Kirkland, Rt. 1, Box 267,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Coker,
404 S. 9 Murray, Lee B. Bolen,
1507 Chaucer Murray, Mrs.
Joy C. Orr, 1508 Canterberry
Murray, Mrs: Martha B.
Green, Rt. 2, Hazel, Fred
Wilkerson, 101 N. 12 Murray,
Mrs. Ruby E. Herndon, 1604
Thru 6/30
Magnolia Dr., Murray, Mrs.
7 20,9 10
Kathy E. Perry, Rt. 5, Box 434
,11146 . Burt Reynolds Jackie Gleason
AL'Murray, Lee F. Tinsley,
All Price Ranges In Vanities
Jr., Rt. 5 Box 426 Murray,
$98500
Mack T. Hosford, Gen. Del.
Special i
Puryear,Tn., Mrs. Patricia B.
s
PGJ
Johnson, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Eva Winston (expired),
(Excluding Red & Black)
403 N. Cherry Murray.

He's The Only Thing
Worth Talking About

Beaman Home Scene Dinner
Given For Bridal Couple

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

MOVING SALE
Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold

al

'400"

Pianos

Used Wuriiiier

788

Organ

$2.00°°

Lowrey Organs

CONRAD

PIOARNOGASNasnd
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um PICKENS
ur ELECTRIC SUPPLY

Starts

753-1424

Aquarius.
"Toranada"
THE
The best thing
COOL ONE
that's happened
since the invention
ofthe bath.

AQUARIUS

"Buford Pusser...
Now there was a
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Wallin Home Scene Event
Held For Georgia Elkins
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Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Georgia
Elkins, June 25th bride-elect
of Terry Turner, was
'
the
household shower held on
Thursday afternoon, June 16,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Wallin.

Westfall Horne Is
Scene Of Meeting

The hostesses for the occasion were Miss Lisa Wallin
and Miss Jane Ann Turner
who presented the honoree
with a corsage of yellow
carnations.
Games were played with
Miss Turner as the director,
and with Miss Francie Elkins
and Miss Dana English as
winners of the prizes who
presented them to the
honoree.
. Miss Elkins opened her
many lovely gifts.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
from the beautifully decorated
table draped with a yellow
printed lace cloth and centered with an arrangement of
yellow lilies flanked by yellow
candles in silver holders.
Crystal appointments were
used.
Twenty-five persons were
present for the special occasion.

The Murray Shrine Ladies
Sewing Group met Tuesday,
June 21, at ten a. m. in the
home of Mrs.Tred Westfall at..
Cambridge Shores.
Each lady carried a sack
lunch and the hostess served a
salad plate and cake.
Those attending were
Mesdames William Arnold,
Woodrow Dunn, Roy Folsom,
Joy Clark, Henry McKenzie,
William E. Moffett, Jack
Norwine, and Westfall.
The ladies have now completed a total of sixty-five
• garments which will be taken
to the crippled children at the
ItFIURN lft)MI--, Shrine Hospital in St. Louiso
is
liartes Burkeen
' Mo.
home Sunda .tftei
returned
s•
The group will resume their
accomlonying her daurhtetMrs Roy
7 meetings in September.
:ind familN",
Crotzer and children of
Jeffersontown on a motin camping trip to Tucson.
Arizona, to visit their grandqaughter, daughter. and
sister, Mrs. Riekie McMahan.
NItMahan, and two
daughters. Enroute they
visited many scenic places
interest going by way of
Denver. Colo., Las Vegas.
\ ada, and touting back
through New Mexico, Texas.
Arkansas. .Ind TCniieSSee.

SRMHTS

Our Famous-Name

Current-Season Styles!
Fantastic Savings!

Bras and Girdles!
Exciting Summer Styles!

Foundation
SALE

Shoe Sale!
•Dressy
•Sporty
•Casual

Regular
32.00 to 78.00

BUY AND SAVE
UP TO

1999

20%

4990

AND MORE!

Hundreds of beautiful
summer dresses in your
favorite styles and
colors. Junior, missy
and half-sizes. Save
today at Bright's!

Hurry in today to Bright's and save on your favorite
famous-name bras and girdles! A nice size and color
range is available, but do hurry,they won't last long at
this sensational loa vings. That's Bright's on the Court
Square!

Regular
19.00 to 38.00
I3
99 TO

2r

Naturalizer, Life Stride, Footworks, Nina, Bass and
Oomphies. Your favroite colors and styles!

FRIDAY NIGHT 6 P.M.'TIL 10 P.M.

•

SOUTHERN TRIP
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McDougal and daughters, Renee
and Shannon, and Miss Jackie
Parker recently spent a week
vacationing in Daytona
Beach, Fla., and Myrtle
Beach, S. ('.

A Series of
Beginning

Modeling
Classes
Are To Be
Offered Soon
by...

VISITING HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Irvan of
Scottsdale, Arizona, arrived
Wednesday for a visit with his
sister, Mrs. N. G. Virgna)(
Towery and Mr. Towery, and
with his aunt, Mrs. Bob Fair.

Joy
McKee
These weekly classes
are open to all ages but
class size will be
limited. For further information call...7539573 after 4:30.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Fred King of Murray Route
Four has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Shop BRIGHT'S all day for bargain buys!
The below items go on sale 6 P.M. - 10 P.M.only!
OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

Lingerie/Loungewear

ALL SWIMSUITS

VALUES TO 36.00

NOW 1/4 TO I/2 OFF
. It

Sears

NOW

KNEE-HI SALE

$60 OFF

BY ROUND-THE-CLOCK

Microwaye cooking with multi-power is so
satile! Infinite power settings from 90 to 623
watts let you defrost..‘,Arin. simmer. hake. roast.
or reheat. High settings for really fast cooking.
Big 1.3 cu. ft. interior can handle a It-lb. turkey! Digital timer has signal ben to alert you
when food is ready. Now on sale.

5.00 TO 7.00

save up to 70'; of the energv used by conventional
electric range on some
foods.

Convement Shop F.Ark
Ph...* 753-2310 SEARS, RI)ERUCIA AND to

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER

ALL SUMMER HATS
OUR REG. 3.00 TO 13.00

4 OFF
1/

3 OFF
/
NOW 1

SCARF SALE

Browsabout Shoes

OUR REG. 3.00 TO 5.00

3 OFF
/
NOW 1

2 PRICE
/
NOW 1

Purr-Panties
Pantie,,
Reg 3 Oil

BILLFOLDS

COVER-UPS

Assorted Styles
Reg. 3.00-5.00

Entire Stock in
swimwear dept

SWIMSUITS
I

LEATHER AND[EATHER-LOOK

• Seara has a credit plan to suit moat e.ery need
•Prices are Catalog prices
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Monev Back

NOW 199

OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

15°° OFF

/
2 OFF
13 TO 1
NOW /

•Shipping extra

OUR REG. 3.0010 5.00

REGULAR VALUES TO 11.00

NOW

699

SALE OF HALTERS

'
89

KNIT TOP SALE

Misty Harbor Raincoats
OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

NOW

SUN-SENSOR
22.00 VALUE

399

2 OFF
/
3 TO 1
/
NOW 1

HANDBAG SALE

Cotalot by

REGULAR VALUES TO 30.00

ASSORTED REG.

REGULAR VALUES TO 48.00

NOW

Sears

OUR REG.6.00 TO 8.00

SUNGLASSES

Summer Sportswear

Microwave cooking is fast
... up to 75-; faster than
conventional ranges.

SUMMER SHOES

NOW 399

500 AND 2400

Was $429.95

UMBRELLA SALE

"FREE"
OUR REG.38.0010 90.00

36995

3 OFF
/
NOW 1

87 Pair !

ALL SPRING COATS

SALE

REGULAR 2.00 TO 10.00

20% OFF

BUY 1 PR., GET 1 PR.

Kenmore multi-pou-elmierowaN e ON en

SUMMER JEWELRY

SHOP FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

'
19

'
19

eiRmars

3 OFF
/
1

99'

SHOP FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M.
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VISITS HERE
Kevin Darnell of Decatur,
Thursday, June 23
Ga., has been the guest of his
Circus performances will be
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. at six p. In. and eight
p. in, at
Solon Darnell and Mr. and the Central
Shopping Center
Mrs. Burie Waldrop. He with the proceeds
to go to
recently graduated from Fraternal Order of
Police
Cedarville, Ohio, Baptist projects.
College and is now attending
Kenlake State Park acGeorgia State University at
Atlanta, Ga., studying for his tivities will include treasure
master's degree in business hunt on hotel porch at 10:30 a.
„rri., decoupage at recreation
administration.
room at 2:30 p. m., ping pong
sammeim
.
tournament at 3:30 p. m.,
dinosaur egg hunt in front of
hotel at 4:30 p. m., watermelon seed spit on hotel
terrace at 5:30 p. m., slide
presentation on Kenlake State
Park in hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and Lakeside
Singers concert at hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.

Friday, June 24
Murray Chapter of NARFE
and auxiliary will leave at ten
a. in. for the bus trip to
Brandon Springs in Land
Between the Lakes.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
in. to three p. m. and fun night
at six p. in.
Kenlake State Park activities will include soccer at
campground bath house at
10:30 a. m., macrame at hotel
meeting room at 2:30 p. in.,
frisbee fling at campground
bath house at 3:30 p. m.,
scavenger hunt on front porch
of hotel at 4:30 p. m., and
square dance and lessons at
hotel tennis court at eight p.

Big &
Tall Men

Reidland
Clothing
Co.

5100 Reidland Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
Phone:898-6981
/-

6000 Sq.Ft. of
Show Space

r

Teens Social for ninth
through 12 th gTdes at Oaks
Country Clul-enil be from
eight to 4-n p. m. with
Cheryl Ik.c.f.y, Linda Adams,
and Burlene Brewer in charge
of-arrangements.

•

Dinner for Master Masons
and their families of District
Four of Free and Accepted
Masons will be at the Murray
High School at seven p.m.

Torn Sawyer will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at the new city-county
park at 7:30 p. m.

Twilight golf with Dick Orr
as chairman will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. m.

Also

Ladies Clothing

Girl Scouts
To Hold
LBL Trip

COMMUNITY
aww*.e.
CALENDAR

(PERSORALS,

Friday, June 24
North Elementary yearbooks will be sold from eleven
a. In. to one p. m.at the school.

Second performance of Tom
Sawyer
by
Community
Theatre will be at new citycounty park at 7:30 p.

Saturday, June 2$
Arts and Crafts Festival
with over 200 exhibitors will be
from nine a. m. to dusk at the
Environmental Education
Center in Land Between the
Lakes.
First United Methodist
Church Senior High outing to
Panorama Shores will be from
ten a. m. to four p. m.
Old fashioned barbecue
featuring plates, sandwiches,
drinks, cakes, and pies will be
sponsored by Methodist Men
at the Chestnut Grove..AME
Church lawn in Hazel. Serving
will start at 10:30 a.m.

KENUKE
STATE PARKS
NEWEST
ATTRACTION!

t
17 dui

VP•ik: a
tn.
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r

11
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,

Daily 11:00, 1:30,3:30, 7:30
No 11:00 Sun.•$2.50 Adults,$1.50 Children

TALKING
PRICE?
The Dodge Boys
at Jim Fain Motors

ate talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook!"

Carol Ullerich, consultant
for the backpacking unit will
review camperaft, ecology,
and rules of backpacking
before leaving the camp site
on Tuesday.
The weight limit has been
set at 21 pounds or under for
each girl. Each girl will carry
her own provisions for the
trip. This year the camp is
using some of the dehydrates
foods that have become
popular among campers.

NAMED OUTSTANDING—Students from each class named as outstanding members
of the Murray High School Teens Who Care Club were, left to right, Judy Outland,
freshman; Angie Noel, sophomore; Karep Jackson, junior; and Bobbie Smith, senior,
and also named as the"most outstanding chapter member overall."

Show of Appaloosa horses
will be at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center beginning at eight a.
m.
New Member Steak Dinner
for new and old members of
the Murray Country Club will
open with the social hour at six
p. m. and the dinner at seven
p. m. In
charge of
arranaments are Messrs and
Mesdames Stuart Poston,
James Thompson, David
McMullen,
and
Jorge
Garrastazu.
Kenlake State Park activities will include critter
hunt for the afternoon race at
hotel porch at 10:30 a. m.,
macrame at hotel meeting
room at 2:30 p. m., donkey
dodge ball at campground
bath house at 3:30 p. m.,
critter race at hotel meeting
room at 4:30 ik m., slides on
Kentucky State Park System
at hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and square dance
lessons at hotel tennis court at
eight p. m.
Rummage sale
Practical Nurses
at the American
starting at seven

41

Girls in the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council are busying
getting ready for the backpacking trip that is ‘rheduled
during established camp. The
Girl Scouts will be backpacking in the LBL area.
Dates for the trip are July 1723.

The girls win travel
eighteen miles along the trail.
They will study flowers, birds,
and wildlife. During the
evening they will review their
day's journey, cook their meal
over a camp fire, and prepare
for the next day on the trail.
The Rambler, Gypsy, and
Observer Badge may be
worked on or completed
during the week. A basic first
aid course will also be given to
the Scouts.
The unit is limited to twentyfour (24) girls, however if
enough extra requests are
received the trip will be
scheduled again the next week
of camp.

NEW OFFICERS—Installed as officers of the Murray
High School Teens Who Care
Club for 1977-78 were, left to right, Mitzi Cathey,
treasurer; Jane Ann Turner, vicepresident Angie Noel, secretary; Terri McCord, president.

Teens Who Care
Hold Banquet

by Licensed
will be held
The Murray High School
Legion Hall Teens Who Care Club had
p. m.
their first annual banquet
entitled "Shower the People
Gospel music concert by the
You Love With Love." Club
Gospel Men and the Subpresident Bobbie Smith
missions will be at Palestine
United Methodist Church at presided over the banquet.
Awards were presented to
7:30 p.m.
each member for their outRifle safety workshop wHI standing service to the club
be at the Murray State ROTC this year. Also, there were
Rifle
Range,
Stewart special awards given to the
Stadium. This will be two most outstanding member in
hours each night through June each class. They were as
follows: Senior - Bobbie
29.
Smith; junior - Karen
Tom Sawyer will be Jackson; sophomore - Angie
presented by Community Noel; and freshman - Judy
Theatre at the new city-county Outland. Bobbie Smith was
presented the most outpark at 7:30 p. m.
standing Chapter member
overall.
Sunday. June 26
The new officers for the
Arts and Crafts Festival will
continue from nine a. m to 1977-1978 school year are:
dusk at the Environmental President - Terri McCord;
Education Center in the land vice-president - Jane Ann
Turner; secretary - Angie
Between the Lakes.
Noel; and treasurer - Mitzi
Land Between the lakes Cathey.
Over 60 people were present
activities will include arts and
crafts festival; and visit to with several special guests to
The Homeplace at entrance enjoy the potluck meal
prepared by the members.
road at 2:30 p. m.
The purpose of the Teens
The
Compton
family Who Care Club is to help the
reunion will be held at the community in
service projects
picnic grounds of Kenlake throughout the
school year.
State Park with a basket lunch
Some of the projects
to be served.
completed by the club this
Monson Family gospel year were as.follows: Toys for
singers will present a concert Tots skating party for unat the Murray Church of the derprivileged children; food
Nazarene, Doran Road at baskets for Christmas; Mardi
Gras to raise funds for Special
Plainview, at six p.m.
Cy'
...I•

•

Sportswear
1/41/2

Established
camp
is
scheduled to start July 3 at
Camp Bear Creek and runs
through July 30. Registrations
are still being accepted. Bank
America-Card and Master
accepted.
Charge
are
Financial assistance is
available for Scouts. Nonscouts are welcome. For more
information contact the Bear
Creek Girl Scout Council 540
North 32nd Street, Paducah,
Kentucky. Phone number 4438704.

The egg way

Children to compete in the
state basketball tournament;
bake sale to help the telethon;
Halloween party for Special
Education Children in the
Murray area. Also, collections
for magazines and games for
the rest homes in Murray and
caroling to shut-ins helped in
making the Teens Who Care
Club a more enjoyable
organization, a spokesman
said.
The officers of this past year
igere
Bobbie Smith
president; Ann Tutt - vicepresident; Karen Jackson secretary and Danna Shipley treasurer.
The club is greatly endebted
to the two sponsors - Allan
Beane and Mrs. Margaret
Sams. Without their support
throughout the school year,
the club would have never
have been so successful, Miss
Smith said.

There's more than one
way to fix an egg and they
are all good as well as economical
Eggs make great appetizers, soups, sandwiches,
snacks, main dishes.
salads, casseroles, sauces,
meringues, soutt:;:s, one.
lets and drinks
Eggs are easy to fl.
pare and you wool run out
of ways to serve them

/
12

/
1 3 OFF

PRICE
Turquoise
Je

All Other
Merchandise
,
tn the store
.Except New Frye Merchandose
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ALE BO
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hale of
Mayfield Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, John •
Benjamin, weighing seven
pounds 534 ounces, measuring
1834 inches, born on Sunday,
June 19, at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield. They
have two sons, Matthew, age
ten, and Daniel, age five, and
one daughter. Kimberly, age
eight.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Lamb of Mayfield
121 By-Pass
and Mrs. George Hale of Avon
4911 NIS 111411011
Park, Fla.

Bag & Beads
Dixieland Ctr.

753-7598

W e are pleased to an 'mime., that Tam m s
lfrerto. bride -elect if
_George
Smith. has
%elected her mitten .frion
our complete bridal
Tatum% and
u ill be married on full
It. 1977
lUni7711

The c$hacase
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
POPP

OFF

and below

One Group Shorts S5

or,

'4

Special Group
lionb[

neistot

Jeans, Short
Jumpsuits

41 )

COMPACT
DODGE ASPEN SEDAN.

10

Its no wonder that the Aspen sedan is such a
success. Besides Os appealing price, it has a
smooth ride and nearly as much interior room as
some bigger cars. Drive, then buy or lease, an
Aspen sedan today, and see it you don't agree.

Dodge
A 101191141C,
c••••11Kw• comeman.o...

Jim Fain Motors
753-0632
810 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

Scarfs•Jewelry 1/2 Price

Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only

The Dottie Shop
1001-A Johnny Robertson Road

13!
DOLLAR
In Our Cash Pot
This Week Win$25
0
0.0
0
(Jiffy Pot Never less Than $100.00)

Have you had your
card punched
this week??

Big Johns
S. 12th Street
Murray
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
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EDITORIAL

Gun- Ruling Called
Disgrace To Reason
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There is dismay, according to
news accounts, in the office of
the district attorney in Queens,
N. Y., following a Supreme
Court refusal to review an order of the New York State
Supreme Court.
There ought to be dismay in a
lot of other places, too. And
some outrage, as well. Talk
about the - 6%1'Fr-emphasis on
defendants' rights which
developed under the Warren
Court!
Consider this:
A policeman saw two
crouching men in a dark hotel
parking lot, each of them handling an object of some kind.
The officer pulled his gun,
shouted, "Freeze — police officer!",found the objects to be
illegal firearms, arrested the
pair and seized the guns.
And now the Supreme Court
backs up the New York
tribunal's view that the conviction (one of the defendants
pleaded guilty but then appealed) was invalid. The
reason: The revolvers taken as
evidence were part of an illegal
seizure by the policeman, since
the latter had no proper basis to
suspect criminal activity on the
part of the two men. No kidding; that's what the justices

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garrott's Galley

have concluded!
According to the argument
adopted by the New York court
and supported by the Supreme
Court majority in the refusal to
review, the two men,for all the
officers knew, might have been
fixing a flat tire."
Well, that's pure rubbish.
And here's why, in the words of
the,commonsensical dissent by
Chief Justice Burger and
Justices
Blackmun
and
Rehnquist: A policeman,
seeing those two men crouched
in that dark lot, "would have
been grossly derelict in his duty
to ignore what he saw." Finding that the officer, in the use
of his drawn gun, took
reasonable action to protect
himself, the dissenters observed that "no policeman in
his right mind would have approached the (suspect) and his
companion as he would a
tourist in Times Square at
noon."
In refusing to face this plain
truth, the majority produced a
ruling that (1) incalculably
damages the cause of law enforcement, (2) poses grievous
dangers to policemen in their
future encounters with suspects
who may be armed,and (3)is a
disgrace to human reason.

Kentucky Closeup

1,1•4)rge•!Hackett

'Psychiatrist With Tray'
Looks To Public ForPay-4\
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Call her
That experience didn't change
"the psychiatrist with a tray."
Mary's belief that woman are easier to
She listens to your problems, laughs
please than men.
at your jokes, funny or otherwise, and
"A working girl appreciates good
she smiles — most of the time.
service and she's always a good tipper.
And tips are what this business is all
"You gotta keep smiling to make
money. People are turned off and react
about."
accordingly if they're greeted with a
Last year, the statewide pay scale for
surly expression every time they ask
waiters and waitresses averaged $1.78
for something," said Mary Walker.
per hour but Mary would rather rely on
the public's generosity than a
She's one of an estimated 15,000
Kentuckians who depend upon the
guaranteed wage every week.
public for their salaries.
"It wouldn't work for family-owned
"I've been a waitress for six years
restaurants. They would collapse.
- and wouldn't do anything else. The
Besides, if you're good on the job, you
job's always the same but the faces
will make money."
change every day. I've become a
The usual gratuity runs 15 per cent.
student of human nature."
"If the percentage is smaller than that,
I figure this is what the customer can
Mary has learned that:
afford. The best tip I ever got was $20."
Most customers ace honest. If
there's a mistake in the bill, they will
Mary, who has reared three children,
tell you, even though it cost them more
finds that experience helpful in dealing
money. And contrary to what may have
with youngsters in a restaurant. "If the
been rumored, they don't steal
child is obnoxious, it's just a reflection
on his parents. And I get that message
silverware. We did have a lot of
saccharin
across."
disapper , when the
government announced the ban on it."
She also says there's nothing wrong
Drunks aren't too difficult to handle.
with asking for a bag to take home food
"A lot depends upon the drunk. Each
that hasn't been consumed.
one is different. Usually, I can talk
"It's expensive to eat out. You've
them out of their hostility. Sometimes,
paid for the meal."
though, they'll stump me, but not for
When Mary goes into a restaurant on
long."
her days off, she expects good service.
"If I don't get a waitress who will smile
She recalled one woman who
complained loudly because the
and talk with me, recognize me as
restaurant had sold out of her favorite
another human being,I let her know."
brew. The customer refused another
How?
brand, explaining: "Switching beer is
"I leave two or three pennies as a tip.
just like switching booze. It can make
She will know I'm unhappy with her and
so will the girls working with her."
you sick."

Today In History

;16

Opinion Page

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 23, the 174th
lay of 1977. There are 191 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1683, William Penn
signed a friendship treaty with Indiana
in the Pennsylvania region. The
agreement was kept faithfully by both
sides for more than 60 years.
On this date:
In 1713, Charleston, S.C., was
incorporated.
In 1722, England's Queen Anne
ordered the French people in Nova
Scotia to take an oath of allegiance to
her government within one-year or
leave.
In 1836, a $28 million surplus in the
U.S. Treasury was divided among .26
states.
In 1931, Wiley Post and Harold Gatty
took off from New York to fly around
the world.
In 1938, Congress created the Civil
Aeronautics Authority to regulate air
traffic.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon B.
Johnson and Soviet Premier Alexei
Kosygin held a summit meeting in

Glassboro, N.J.
Also ten years ago today, the Senate
voted to censure Senator Thomas Dodd,
D-Conn., for allegedly using campaign
funds for his personal benefit.. _
benefit.
Five years ago: The worst floods in
years hit Pennsylvania and New York
and thousands had to flee their homes.
One year ago: Angola's application
for membership in the United Nations
was vetoed by the United States.
Today's
birthdays:
Former
Secretary of State William Rogers is 64.
Film and stage director and
choreographer Bob Fosse is 50.
Thought for today: To his dog, every
man is Napoleon; hence the popularity
of dogs. — British novelist Aldous
Huxley.

Bible Thought
He that handleth a matter wisely
shall find good: and whoso trusieth
in the Lord, happy is he. Proverbs
16:20.
The greater our tryist iri the Lord
the greater will be our happtness

m.‘.

I,arriott

Ivan Wilson,A Native Son
Known For His
Colors

tr7ater

Ivan 'Wilson is more than the
painting, from then on he self-taught
Calloway Countian whose name is on
himself and did his own work in water
the Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts at
colors. He knows exactly how many he
Western Kentucky University in
produced — 3,674. "Some of my best
Bowling Green. He is a legend among .work was done in 30 minutes," he said,
water color artists of our time, and we
and those which gave him the greatest
in this area soon will have an
pleasure to paint, he pointed out, were
opportunity to see some of this native
those created from his imagination in
son's works.
his studio.
At the invitation of Murray State
"I always thoguht better when I
President Constantine Curtis, he has
wasn't looking at something," he said.
selected 35 of his water colors for an
"There is no camparison between the
exhibit next month in the Clara M. thrill you get from conveying to canvas
Eagle Gallery on the Murray campus.
something which is in your mind with
I met Mr. Wilson the other day at his
that which you actually see."
home in Hazel where he lives with his
For a long time, he wouldn't let
sister, Mrs. Annie Perry. He has lived
anyone see his water colors, much less
there since 1969. Now almost 88 and in
buy them. It was in 1957 that Dr. Kelly
failing health, I found him neatly
Thompson, then president of Western,
dressed and with his shoes on lying on a
along with the curator of the Kentucky
small bed in the dimness of a back
Museum on the campus, convinced him
bedroom. For more than an hour, we
that they should be exhibited and
rummaged through his storehouse of
offered for sale. "It was like selling
memories.
children, having to part with them," he
Mr. Wilson retired as an art teacher
said. Each was a part of me."
at Western in 1958 after 38 years on the
Since then, his water colors have
campus. He estimates he has touched
been exhibited in many galleries,
the lives of 250,000 young people during
including the William Rockhill Nelson
his years in rural and university
Gallery in Kansas City. Thirty-five
classrooms.
were exhibited a few years ago in the
+++++
renowntaymond Duncan Gallery in
He is one of six children born to
Paris, France. Former students and
Joseph and Ellen Wilson on a farm five
friends in Bowling Green are promoting
miles east of Hazel. A begther, Walter,
exhibits of his works and selling prints
lives three mires east of Murray.
of many of them for him.
Another, Calvin, lives on the home
While at Western, he traveled
place, and another sister, Mrs. Mary
extensively and in 1935 attended an
Craig lives in Evansville. Mrs..Perry's _international arts convention in
husband, Wayland, a well-known rural
Brussels, Belgium. Afterwards, he
mail carrier, died in 1973.
toure4the continent, visiting some of
His wife of 55 years, the former
the wirld'Sloremost galleries.
Emma Meador Allbritten, died March
Former Gov. Lawrence Weatherby
24 of this year at the age of 85. When
once asked hini-to paint some Kentucky
asked if she also was an artist, he
scenes for an official state magazine.
replied with a hushed note of reverence
Two of these, including one of
in his voice, "She didn't paint or draw,
Cumberland Falls, will be in the
but was an artist in everything she
Murray State exhibit.
did."
One piece, handsomely framed,
They met when he was six and she
hangs beside his bed. It pictures the
four at the New Providence school. "I
campus landmark at Western, the
was old enough for school, but she
columnade at the old football stadium
wasn't. Her brother was,though, but he
site and upon which the new Fine Arts
wouldn't come to school unless she
Center was built.
came with him," he chuckled. "That's
When the Center was opened three
how I met her." Sweethearts for the
years ago, it was named in his honor.
next 26 years, they married in 1922
"That was the greatest surprise of my
They had no children.
life," he said.
+++++
On another wall in his bedroom is a
As a boy, Mr. Wilson used pencil and
large portrait of himself, a duplicate of
crayon to draw anything he saw -the one which hangs in the Center and a
chickens, pigs, cows, family, friene4
gift of the university. It's a color
and nature. He was 22 and at Western
photography made by a former student
when he saw his first oil or water color
of his.
paints. "Until then," he said, "I didn't
+
know they were even available."
It has been almost four years now
It took him nine years to get his
since Mr. Wilson has been out of his
degree at Western. Although he carried
home except for a few occasions. His
papers, fired furnaces, worked gardens
studio, just off his bedroom is stacked
and waited tables, he still wouldn't
with scores of his water colors. It hl,srrt
have enough money to go more than a
been used for several years. Although
few months at a time. Then he would
his talented hands and his body have
return to Calloway County to teach six
become weakened by advancing age,
months or so before going back to
his mind is as clear as the peal of a
Western for more college work. Shiloh
ship's bell.
and Browns Grove were two of the oneModestly he whispered, his voice
room schools in the county in which he' weakened from the length of our visit,
taught without a degree of any kind.
"I couldn't have accomplished
Once he had his degree, though, he
anything without the help of Mrs.
sailed through a master of fine arts
Wilson, and I don't deserve credit for
program at Peabody College in
anything. If my works have given
Nashville and attended the Art Institute
pleasure to anyone, it's because of her
of Chicago for three summers.
and the influence of my friends and
For years, he painted with oils, but
former students far more than the
one day in 1935 while at home for lunch
quality of the work."
he "had the urge" to paint a still life. "I
knew I didn't have time to paint it in oils
and get back to class on time," he
recalled, "so I took a pan of water
colors like we used in beginner'classes
and painted the picture with them. It
Look what's happened to the
was then I realized I could do so much
hamburger, a thin eighth-of-a-pound of
more with water colors than with oils."
ground meat smothered with mimed
He also recalled that he wouldn't take
guck and the whole buried in a mound
water color training at the Chicago
of bun — which is to say, I have yet to
Institute "because
+++++mes
it was too sy.experience the hamburger palace that
could cook its way out of a paper bag.
Although he continued to teach oil

Isn't It The Truth

Let's Stay Well

_By

JL

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCITTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Tim e;i Editor
reelect itself and has beeb doing so for a
We don't know if he's ready to join the
generation and will not allow Mr.
movement
growing
of "neoCarter to change it. It's too happy with
conservatives" or reborn libertarians
things the way they are.
or What, but erst-while David Brinkley
"Short of some kind of public revolt.
summed up the failures of modern
whether Mr. Carter is liberal or not is
liberalism about as succinctly as can be
irrelevant,
because
done, sparing not even Jimmy Carter.
Congress
will
continue to tax and to spend and the
His remarks were broadcast recently
result they want in return for the money
over NBC Radio Network, and they
is reelection."
bear repeating. Mr. Brinkley...
0+-0
• "Everyone has his own definition of
Little Lester had been feeling poorly
what is a liberal and what is not, and his
for a few days so his mother took him to
own opinion of whether or not it fits Mr.
see a doctor. While filling out the
Carter. My definition of a liberal is one
preliminary report, the nurse asked the
who believes that the way' to solve
four-year-old if he had ever had
social problems is for government to
measles or chicken pox.
collect more and more in taxes, and
"No," Lester said. "but
then spend the money on social
e had Rice
Krispies."
programs trying to solve the problems.
"In the view of others, a liberal is one
who still believes all that. . „after 30 to
40 years of failures of liberal programs.
After 40 years of spending money on
housing, we have more slums than
ever. More crime than ever . .. more
schools turning out functional
illiterates ... more drugs, violence
The low bidder for construction of the
family destruction. . at the same tune
Agricultural Engineering buililing at
we have enormous taxes, and a
tremendous bureaucracy that was Murray State University is the Quality
supposed to use the money to solve all Construction Company'of Benton.
Chief of Police Brent Manning made
these problems, and has, in fact,solved
his report for June 3 to 21 at tht meeting
none of them, showing that the prime
of the Murray City Council.
beneficiaries of government social
Deaths reported include Mrs Mirt
programs are the Washington
bureaucrats. That, essentially, is the Baker, age 73, and L. D. Stroud, age 45.
Charles
Chuck i
Simons,
argument President Carter now finds
professional drummer from Murray,
himself in the middle of.
will appear as guest artist with the
'Again, I don't know if he's a liberal
Paducah Tilghman High School band
or not. He talks of national health
tonight at the Paducah City Hall
insurance, which would be the ultimate
Pam Garland and Jan Jones attended
and ultimately expensive social
a national leadership school at the
program. . . but at the same time he
-national headquarters of Sigma Sigma
talks of a balanced budget, an idea
Sigma sorority at Woodstock. Va.
liberals regard with contempt. There is
14-18,
both.
have
he
no way can
-Congress likes to spend money to
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A: Your son is fortunate in
having parents who see that
he receives dental care.
Filling the cavities and
preserving the teeth is an
excellent investment in saving

Brushing for three to five
them a: .1 assuring that the
growth .1 his jaw will be minutes twice a day and
normal .Ind proper as he flossing between the teeth will
mature,
help to prevent plaque formation. It encourages the
Studie
have shown that fermentation of food particles
obesity and the related with the development of an
overeating do not necessarily acid reaction Such leads to
produce
tooth
decay. cavity formation. Even
However, much depends on swishing water between the
the kinds of foods that are teeth after eating is benefit ial
eaten Those which contain
As your dentist has likely
sugar have been shown to
encourage tooth decay when advised, drinking water that
proper oral hygiene is not also has been fluoridated is helpful
followed. Cutting down on to young teeth. Ile may also
sugar-containing foods will paint them with a fluoride
help to reduce cavity for- solution once or twice a year
to help harden the enamel
mation
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Preventing Childhood Dental Cavities
Q: Mrs. D. F. writes that she
is concerned about the
number (eight) of cavities
that have had to be filled in
her nine-year-old son's early
and permanent teeth. He is
overweight, and she wonders
if his obesity may be one of the
causes of his tooth trouble.
She wants suggestions about
-what she might do to lessen his
tooth decay.
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New Baseball Highlight Film
Features Some Of Best Plays
By HOWARD SMITH
success. But the NFL only has of baseball's Promotion Corp.,
AP Sports Writer
14 games every weekend to and his cohorts preselect
NEW YORK
are several games to concentrate
AP ) — deal with. There
Boston's Fred Lynn leaps at approximately 70 baseball on but also keep an eye out for
the center field wall, extends games every week and, until unusual events — a gamehis glove over the wall and this year, it has not been ending triple play in Kansas
hauls back a potential home economically feasible to City, Sutton getting caught
run.
produce a highlights show.
doctoring up the ball, the
Los Angeles pitcher Don
This year baseball has recent dugout squabble
Sutton kneels down to tie his purchased a video cassette between Yankee Manager
shoe, surreptitiously looks recorder for each ballpark. Of Billy Martin and Reggie
around to make sure he's the 70 games played in a week, Jackson and, of course, a nounobserved and then grinds generally about 52 of them are hitter. All clubs have standing
the ball into the mound.
televised somewhere. orders to rush a film crew out
Cleveland second baseman Baseball records the telecasts to the ballpark any time a noDuane Kuiper diVes this left,- Ofilhe-cassettes,'shipS the['Un- hitter goes thrtiugh the fifth
stretches parallel to the to New York and the inning to capture the final
ground and spears a line highlights are put together for couple of innings on film.
drive.
the show. It sounds much
Carl Yastrzemski climbs easier than it is.
The result is an exciting
the left field wall in Boston
Joe Podesta, the president show but not a money-maker.
and conies down with the ball.
The highlights of major
league baseball -- the
gargantuan home runs, the
By The Associated Press
defensive gems, the offbeat
Littell, KC, 5-2, .714, 3.09;
American League
and often humorous events —
Grimsley, Bal, 6-3, .667, 4.12;
BATTING ( 150 at bats)— Cleveland, Bsn, 6-3, .667, 3.44;
are now available in most
sections of the country in a 30- Carew, Min, .390; Bostock, Rozema, Det, 6-3, .667, 2.75;
minute film prepared weekly Min, .349; Fisk, Bsn, .345; Gullett, NY,6-3,.667, 3.84.
by major league baseball's Dade, Cle, .340; AWoods, Tor,
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
.333; Washngtn,Tex,.333.
promotion corporation.
176; Tanana, Cal, 117;
It's called "This Week in
RUNS—Fisk, Bsn, 54; Palmer, Bal, 95; Blyleven,
Baseball" and it is a Carew, Min,50; Rudi, Cal, 47; Tex,94; Leonard,KC,84.
marvelous collection of film Bonds, Cal, 46; Bostock, MM,
National League
clips from the past week's 46.
BATTING
(150 at bats)—
games. Baseball puts it
RUNS BATTED IN—Hisle,
together and markets it to Min, 63; Rudi, Cal, 53; Trillo, Chi, .356; Parker, Pgh,
local stations for free. There Ystrzmski, Bsn, 47; Munson, .354; Murnphry, StL, .340;
are six minutes of commerical NY,47; Hobson,Bsn,46; Rice, Simmons, StL, .338; Luzinski,
Phi,.335.
time in the half-hour show, Bsn,46; Cowens,KC,46.
RUNS—Smith, LA, 56;
three of thern'sold nationally
HITS—Carew, Min, 904;
by baseball and the other Rice, Bsn, 83; Yount, Mil, 83; Winfield, SD,56; Griffey, Cm,
three sold locally , by the Bostock, Min,83; Money, Mil,. 53; Morgan, CM, 50; Rose,
79; Chambliss, NY, •79; Cinr49.
stations.
RUNS
BATTED
So far 65 per cent of the Cowens, KC,79.
country has signed up and
DOUBLES—ReJackson, IN—GFoSter, CM,63; Garvey,
LA, 60; Cey, LA, 59;
doubtless that figure will NY, 20; Lemon, Chi, 20;
Burrough6,
AU, 56;-Winfield,
increase. The show is seen in McRae, KC, 20; Yount, Mil,
SD,51.
the top 20 TV mdrkets and 35 17; Burleson, Bsn, 16.
HITS—Parker, Pgh, 92;
of the top 40. The only major
TRIPLES—Carew, MM, 13;
league cities where it is not yet Cowens, KC, 7; Rice, Bsii, 6; Griffey, Cin, 89; Winfield, SD,
available are Kansas City and Randolph, NY, 6; Munson, 86; Garvey, LA,84; Tmpleton,
Milwaukee. The show includes NY, 5; Bonds, Cal, 5; Remy, StL,83; Rose, CM,83.
DOUBLES—Cromrtie, Mtl,
games through Monday night, Cal,5; Bostock, Min,5.
22;
Reitz, StL, 22; Rose, Cin,
HOME RUNS—GScott, Bsn,
is available Thursday and is
shown
mostly
on the 20; Rice, Bsn, 18; Zisk, Chi, 22; Luzinski, Phi, 19; Parker,
weekends. In New York and 16; Hisle, Min, 16; Fisk, Bsn, Pgh, 19.
TRIPLES—Almon, SD, 6;
Los Angeles, for example, it is 15; Gross, Oak, 15.
STOLEN BASES—Remy, Winfield, SD, 6; Cromrtie,
seen Saturdays just before the
Cal, 23; Patek, KC, 20; Mtl, 5; Brock, StL, 5;
Game of the Week telecasts.
This will be the fourth week JNorris, Cle, 17; LeFlore, Det, Murnphry, StL, 5; Tmpleton,
of the series and the reception 14; Rivers, NY, 14; Bonds, StL,5; GRichards,SD,5.
HOME RUNS—GFoster,
Cal, 14; Page, Oak,14.
has been great.
The idea of a highlight show
PITCHING (7 Decisions)— CM, 20; Burroughs, Atl, 18;
is not new. The National Tanana, Cal, 11-3, .786, 1.81; Schmidt, Phi, 17; Cey, LA, 16;
Football League has been ToJohnson, Min,7-2,.778, 1.75; Garvey, LA,16.
doing it for years with Tidrow, NY, 5-2, .714, 2.87; STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
Pgh, 28; Cabell, Htn, 24;
Morgan, CM,23; Cedeno, Htn,
23; GRichards,SD,23.
PITCHING (7 Decisions)—
Friday Night
Rau, LA, 6-1, .857, 4.23;
RReuschel, Chi,9-2, .818, 2.54;
Suits & Sport Coats
Candlria, Pgh, 8-2, .800, 2.06;
rac, 1/2 price DSutton, LA, 8-2, .8130, 2.48;
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
Denny, StL, 7-2, .778, 3.61;
All Other Merchandise
off Rhoden, LA, 10-3, .769, 4.21;
Carlton, Phi, 9-3, .750, 3.23;
Billgham,CM,8-3,.727, 4.35.
STRIKEOUTS—Rogers,
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Mtl, 99; PNiekro, Atl, 98;
1)owritown Murray
Koosman, NY, 85; Halicki,
753-3234
SF,84; Richard, Htn,82.

Major League Leaders

sports
Wierray Ledger & Times

Cogbill, Cochran Rated
Favorites In Tourney
Roy Cothran will try and turn the tables on George Coghill
this weekend at the Henry-Calloway Country Club's Invitational Golf Tournament.
Action in the 36 hole tournament will begin with shotgun
starts at8 a. m.and 1 p. m.on both Saturday and Sunday.
Coghill, a Paris golfer, had a 71 last Saturday in the first
round of the.oaks Invitational before withdravring.after a
poor front nine on Sunday.
Cothran, who is from Murray and plays out of the Oaks
Country Club, fashioned two even-par rounds last weekend
for a 144 total in the Oaks invitational.
Also expected to challenge for the title are Don Cothran of
Murray, Henry-Calloway club champion Martin Paschall,
three-time club champ George Lloyd, Jaycee Invitational
champion Marcus Alexander and of course, young Richard
Smith of Paris.
Smith, who did not fare very well last weekend in the Oaks
Invitational, has already won the Paris Country Club Invitational and the Fish Fry Golf Tournament this season.
According to Joe Milam,club manager, prizes will top the
$2,000 cash value mark for this year. The participants will be
divided into five flights. The winners of each flight will
receive a trophy along with a set of pro irons.
Other prizes include a set of Wilson Staff woods for second,
a Wilson graphite driver for third and a golf bag for fourth.
There are several hidden prizes.
The entry fee of $25 includes a dance Saturday night, which
with the weather permitting, will be held under the
moonlight.
A full field is expected for the tournament.

Wimbledon Refuses To Bow To
Pressures Of Modern Change
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — Normally you don't
look upon a big sports event as
having a feminine or
masculine gender. You don't
think of it as a "he" or a
"she."
If you did, football's Super
Bowl and baseball's World
Series — wth,all quit sweat,
muscle an rough stuff —
certainly would have to be
"he's."
They-do refer tit golf courses
sometimes as if they wore
petticoats instead of garlands
of bermuda grass and
necklaces of sand. Who can
forget how the late Bob Jones
used to call Augusta National,
site of the Masters, "a fickle
lady who will jump up and
snap at you if you don't treat
her with respect?"
If ever there was a sports
event that had to be
personalized it is the
Wimbledon, or All-England
Tennis Championships.
Make no mistake about it —
she is all woman.
They call her "The Dowager
Queen
of
Tennis
Tournaments." Others write
of her as "The Little Old Lady
of Worple Road" because

that's where she lives.
She is 100 years old this year
and no one can say she has not
been kind to the ladies.
Whereas she has paid proper
deference to the men down
through the generations —
from William Renshaw to big
Bill Tilden to Jimmy Connors
— she seems to have glorified
her zheces.
Little Lottie Dod winning
the ladies' title in 1887 at age
15 ... France's graceful
Suzanne Lenglen, shocking
galleries with her sleeveless
shirt and calf-length pleated
skirt, winning six crowns,five
in a row starting in 1919 ...
Helen Wills, a white eyeshade
failing to hide her chiseled
poker face, winning a record
eight titles ... little Mo
Connolly, a siege gun from the
back court ... Althea Gibson,
the Harlem black girl who got
to curtsy before the queen ...
Maria Bueno's rapierlike

outside courts at Billie Jean,
on stitched-up legs at age 33
making a comeback bid for
No. 7, and a slip of a girl
named Tracy Austin, just 14
and little bigger than the
racket spe swings so
menacingly, turning her
Wimbledon debut into a
winning one.
For
years,
all
100
Wimbledon
remains
a
haughty, stubborn
but
beautiful aristocrat, refusing
to bow to the increasing
pressures of modern change..

th
I •
th

a
1

They still play the game on
grass, as they did a century
ago, and use the terms "love"
and "deuce," coined by monks
in the 13th century. Let the
rest of the world use "optic
yellow" tennis balls, the balls
remain white at Wimbledon
and you don't see players
running around with orangestriped shirts and turquoise
shorts.

Families pitch picnic
shotmaking ... and the baskets
on the lawns and
indominatable Billie Jean delicately partake
of that
King.
Wimbledon
ritual
—
The tradition was upheld strawberries and cream.
And the old lady, ivy
Wednesday when hundreds in
a record crowd of 37,355 cloaking the dark green walls
deserted the stadium and of the stadium, just sits there
stands to strain for a look on and smiles.
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Buy in quantity!
aye Pepsi enough to last.
The6-Quart 6-Pak.

a

Six resealable/retumable32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.

Moonlight Madness

eye.. AVM..

•••••

The 6-Quart 6-Pak
six 32ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi-Cola in Pepsi-Cola's biggest take-home carton. Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi-Cola plus the convenience of buying it in quantity...

30% off

more than thirty-eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy package. It's the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last. Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry-back
carton is a perfect way to return your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with
Pepsi-Cola's6-Quart 6-Pak.

20%

Cgraham & Jackson

amemet...
.
•••••

How to get money out of
your house without selling it.
li()Li simply come to us for a real estate
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between hom
much yoni home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.

sq
Sq

Large loans ix homeowners.
Amount
nrsaseed

Moethly
Payment

Months
To Pay

Total Of •
Payments

APR•

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 1 2.74%

Real estate values are sax up. up.
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
Si the house you bought just a few •Annusl Percents.* Rate
I
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
Phone: 753-5513
more you can borrow in a large real estate
Charles
Marcussen, Mgr.
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your pocket.
Call us. We've got your loan.
Yvar loan

sq
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n
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aorri.nBy PADUCAH BOTTLING CO.,PADUCAH,KY

UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo .INC . PURCHASE.s
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Murray Club
Opens Junior
Golf Season
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The junior golf program at
the Murray Country glob has
been underway for the past
three weeks.
Junior golf is held on
Thursday of each week.

sports
Miierray Ledger 81 Times

Nastase Back To His
Old Self At Wimbledon

The first week winners for
the girls were: Cindy Spann,
seven and under; Lee
Holcombe, eight-nine group;
Connie Spann, 10 and 11
-group; and Velvet Jones, 14
and over group. For the boys,
the winners were: Phillip
By JEFF BRADLEY
Bryan„seven and under; Chip
AP Sports Writer. .
-.Adkins,- -eight-nine- IlivisAon;
WIMBLEDON, England
Todcleontri, 10-11 group; Bart
(AP) — the Nastase has done
Moore, 12-13 group; and
it again.
Tommy Fike, 14 and over.
The antics of the fiery
court
on
The second week winners Romanian
for the girls' were: Cindy Wednesday as he scrambled
Spann, seven and under; his way through tfi the third
Elizabeth Oakley, eight-nine; round were as wild as the time
Connie Spann, 10-11; and two years ago when he
Velvet Jones and Jo Beth grabbed a Wimbledon fan's
umbrella and took it on court
Oakley, 14 and over.
with him — all to urge the
The second week winners umpire to halt play in a light
for the boys were: Phillip mist.
Bryan,seven and under; Chip
Do any of the childish
Adkins, eight-nine; Jon tantrums help the 30-year-old
) Overbey, 10-11; Brady Bryan, Nastase achieve results his
12-13; and Trent Jones, 14 and artistry with a tennis racquet
Over.
couldn't
Last week, the girls' winWimbledon commentators
ners were: Cindy Spann, say Nastase is the greatest
seven and under; Lee player ever to come to these
Holcombe, eight-nine; Connie lawn tennis championships
Spann, 10-11; and Velvet and fail to win. Ranked No. 6
Jones, 14 and over. Jones shot in the world, Nastase was the
a_ 44 for nine holes._
losing finalialhere in 1972-ap4
The winners for the boys 1976. He is seeded sixth this
last week were: Chip Adkins, year.
Wednesday's trouble
eight-nine; Mark Waldrop, 1011; Robert Billington, 12-13; erupted in the fourth set of
and Lynn Sullivan, 14 and Nastase's match against
Andrew Pattison of ithbdesia.
over.

*NOTICE*
We will be closed from June
24th until July 5th in order for
our employees to have their
vacations.

Buck's
Body Shop
900 Sycamore

bevy of
Pattison took the first two sets the lack of a full
his
—
0-7, 6-3, beating Nastase at
In Wednesdays other
own game with clever passing
action, No. 1 seed Jimmy
shots, dinks and cut shots.
Nastase came back to win Connors had a workout
the third set 7-5, but Pattison against unseeded Marty
got a crucial 4-3 lead in the Reissen before reaching the
following set by breaking third round 6-4, 8-9, 6-1, 8-6.
Nastase's serve in the seventh No. 2 seed Bjorn Borg of
Sweden said he was lucky to
game.
The Romanian appeared win his second round match
upset at a foot fault called against Mark Edmondson of
against him. He argued with Australia, coming'back from
the linesman and umpire,then two sets do to win 3-6,7-9,6ducked behind the green 2,6-4,4-1. •
WI) seeds were beaten:
canvas surrounding the No. 2
court, to the bewilderment of Adrian-o ,Panatta of. Italy,
his opponent and the delight of seeded 10th, lost to the
American Sandy Mayer 8-9,6the packed crowd.
Wimbledonr referee Fred 0, 6-2, 6-4, and No. 5 Brian
Hoyle was summoned and Gottfried was defeated by
Nastase was warned to play Byron Bertram of South
on. Some 10 minutes'elapsed Africa 6-2, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3.
before he resumed play, and
the game quickly swung his
Signs Players
way.. He broke Pattison's
service to even the games at 4- CINCINNATI ( AP) — The
4_ More antics followed — University of Cincinnati has
complaining about the state of awarded its first grant-in-aid
the grass and the noise in the scholarships to female
crowd — and one spectator basketball players.
The grants went Wednesday
yelled: "Shut up and play
tennis." Others simply booed. to Jenny Heil; a 6-foot center
Nastase buckled down to his and Peggy Foley, a 5-11
gulpe, brotte service in the center Both women are from
14th game and took the set8-4-. Cincinnati.
Miss Heil averaged 17 points
One service break in the fifth
and final set was all he needed and 10 rebounds last year,
while MisS Foley averaged 14
for the match.
But Pattison refused to points and 13 rebounds.
come to the net to shake
hands.
"I think he bahaved
the
abominably," said
Rhodesian. "He was breaking
the rules of the game that play
must be continuous, and
insulting and abusing the
umpire and linesmen. He did
it at a very crucial stage when
I was leading with a service
break. It was no coincidence."
But Nastase had „ an
explanation for the whole
episode when he met
reporters, and showed no
signs of repentance.
"Everything started with
the umpire," Nastase said,
explaining that he interrupted
the match deliberately to
force the unwire to summon
referee Hoyle so he could hear
Nastase's complaints about

Market 414'Special

Bowa Grandslam, Four
Hits, Phils Rout Reds
By BARRY WILNER
grand slam, was the key hit Diego. Gossage struck out all
Cubs 4,Giants 2
AP Sports Writer
for Los Angeles. The Dodgers four men he faced in picking
Larry Biittner and Jerry
,Who says Larry Bowa can't moved 8,
4 games ahead of up his 12th save.
Morales each hit solo homers
-Cancismati—U1-4ha--K1---Wast----Vitillie-Star-gell-Ilada,pair of--to-bask ths combined fourhit" c"" '
Cincinnati Reds.
thanks to Garvey's five RBI doubles to lead the Pittsburgh hitter of Bill Bonham and
The 31-year-old Bowa was and Ron Cey's two-run triple attack.
Bruce Sutter as the dubs won
always noted as a fine-fielding and four RBI.
for the 12th time in 16 outings.
Astros 7, Expos0
shortstop and a light hitter.
Burt Hooton, 5-3, scattered
Houston rookie left-hander Sutter registered his 18th save
But Wednesday !light he four hits before leaving for a Floyd Bannister, the first pick despite walking in both Giants
smacked the first grand slam pinch-hitter in the eighth.
in the. June 1976 free agent runs in the seventh.
homer of his career, went 4Pirates 3,Padres 1
Buttner homered in the
draft, hurled a four-hit
for-4. with four runs scored as
Jerry Reuss and Rich shutout, striking out eight first, Bonham singled in a run
'the Phillies outslugged . the Gossage combined on a seven- Etplr
lmand walking three.
in the . second, Morales
— - - -hitter as-the-Piratestook-theirl'
'
---ister;1-6-, was helped -hon
—ieFecr WC t.& toiriti and
third straight arue from the by Jim Fuller's- first two Bobby Murcer drove in the
"Besides getting to the big Padres after bringing a seven- homers of the season, both of final Chicago run with a single
leagues, it was my greatest game losing string to San which were two-run shots.
in the eighth.
• thrill." said Bowa."It was the
first homer I've hit that I knew
was out. I can't explain the
feeling in my body as I went
around the bases."
Completely Erected Including Concrete Floor
Bowa's blast cattle off Joe
Hoerner in the seventh inning
Call Collect Today
of the slugfest.

SALE OF CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

"I threw up my hands as I
went around the bases," said
Bowa, who has'hit four home
runs this season after socking
just four in his first eight
seasons as a Philly.
It was the first grand slam
hit off me in my 21-year
career," said, Hoerner,the 40year-old Cincinnati reliever.
"He hit the heck out of it. It
was just a bad pitch. I'm not
making any excuses, but my
hand hit my knee as I threw."
Braves 4, Mets 1
Phil Niekro struggled past
the Mets, surrendering 11 hits
and four walks but stranding
12 New York baserunners.
"I've bad easier games,"
the
right-handed
said
knuckleballer, now,5-9.
in trouble quite .a bit but when
I had to make a pitch, I did.
Dodgers 12. Cardinals I
Steve Garvey's 16th homer
of the season, a fourth-inning

For Your Estimate
We Build Any Size
2 Car Garage

•

2390.00
CONVENIENT FINANCING
"We Urge You to Compare"
Any Kind—Anywhere—Anytime
Twenty years experience in garage
building, oldest and largest garage
builders in the tri-state area.
Names of satisfied garage
customers in your area on request.
Call or write for personal interview.
"No obligation."

Price subject to change without notice

Models On Display
1-502-522-6488
Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages

NZE
ADDRESS
CITY
• PHONE
_
STATE
APPOINT TIME DESIRED

Member Trigg County
Chamber of Commerce and
Kentucky Western
Waterland

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P.O. lox 169 Hwy. U West Cadiz, Ky.
Mono 1-512-5224491
Nemo Owned 11 Operated Stove Emory I Roger Thomas

"Abandoned" Oil
20 s 28"

enter
"Composition"
Oil - 24 s 32-

Bi.11
"Florida landscape"
Pastel 24" s 38

100 HANGING BASKETS
FLOWERS AND FERNS
•Ferns *Wandering Jews
•Fuchsia •Impatiens
*Asparagus Ferns •Piggy Backs
•Boston Ferns *Petunias
*Geraniums *Mixtures
SPECIAL THIS WEEK

"Artist's Daughter" 14ry bru,f)

( tell1AIS

.1

i

4
'4

"The Bunk of llurruA in conjunction if WI the
Ilurrav Irt Guild invites the public in an
exhibit of puititing,N b.%

5.395,7595
Ralph L. Bagley
ft.

WHILE THEY LAST
ALL WOOD

FERN STANDS

$995

exhibit Inot• be 'wen du IiIi
bank ittg

Juno 27 through full- I

jfarket 4/4 band/ire
"The Store with the Lou Overhead"
"Anyone Over 5'8"Duck"

N

Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Mgrs.
Phone 642-69961
Finis, Tees.
414 North Market St.
..
---Ne. -A-•se-.4"0-;-/

II inter roil.. I:lorido

Bank of Murray
FDIC

•••••

*Cie
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Red Sox Continue Hot
Streak, Edge Orioles

Werray Ledger & Times

Racers' Bush Battling Cancer
And Hoping To Resume Career
By The Associated Press
MIAMI - Jim Bush has
fought many battles, and they
,ire not over yet.
The 19-year-old Miamian
fought battles on a football
field while at Miami High
School, where he gained city
.ind county honors as a
halfback.
But then a more important
fight faced Bush - Hodgkins
Ihsease,a cancer of the lymph
i odes.
Bush u as attending Murray
State University in Kentucky
on
a
partial football
scholarship when he noticed a
small lump on the side of his
neck. He thought it was
mononucleosis, but tests at the
college infirmary proved
negative.
home
for
While
Thanksgiving, a family doctor
said it appeared to be a
swollen gland and told him to
return at Christmas if the
lump had not disappeared. It
had not, so he was sent to a
surgeon to have the lump
removed.
"I went in for the operation
and it went easy enough," he
said. "But after a couple of
days, I was still in the
hospital, so I said to my Mont,
This seems kind of funny.'
"Finally, my mother told
me that it wasn't a cyst. She
said it was tad and that I
wasn't going to be able to go
back to school. When she said
cancer, I went into a real
depression."
Bush's weight dropped from
180 to 130 pounds during the

next few weeks.
"The tests were really
rough," he said. "They took
out my spleen. It was two
times its normal size, but the
cancer hadn't spread to it
from my lymph glands.
"Then came the treatments,
they were the worst. By the
third week, my throat was so
raw I'd vomit blood every day.
I couldn't eat and kept losing
weight."
The cobalt treatments
caused Bush to lose most of
the hair on his body, and his
face, neck and chest were
burned, like a severe sunburn.
"By the fourth week," he
said, "I told my dad I couldn't
take it. I just didn't think it
was worth it anymore."
But Bush kept going with the
encouragement of family and
friends. And now, with cobalt
treatments apparently over,
Bush is fighting another
battle. He wants to play
football again.
Bush is in training, but the
process to get back into shape
is not an easy one. He weighs
150 now, and the first time he
tried a bench press after his
treatments, he could only lift
60 pounds. He's up to 190, but
is still far short of the 350
pounds he could bench press
before his illness.
When he gets his weight up
to 165 pounds, and gets an
okay from his doctor, he plans
to go out for football again at
Murray State, where he was
redshirted his first year. But
his coach says he showed
promise.

Moonlight
Madness
Friday Night
6 Til ?

gtt
'MEP

Underpanty

PANTY HOSE

POLY COTTON
Fabrics

No See Thry Knit Panty
Ho Pointy Outlines
No Beiges
Cotton Crotch

Special

Ass't. Colors-Patterns
36 & 45 Inch Widths
1 to 10 'ford Lengths

sr

47

yd

60 Inch

Double Knit Polyester
Solids & Fancies
1 to 10 yard lengths
& full bolts

97'

One Group Ladies'

Men's

Pajamas

yard

1 Sportswear

Permriant Press
Solid Colors & Prints
SizesS thru 'I-Large

Slacks, Jackets,
Blouses, Knit Tops,
Etc ALL REDUCED

4_77

/
1
2

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

Downtown Shopping Center

"I'm definitely going back
to Murray State,"- he -says.,.
adding
school
officials
promise to renew his partial
scholarship when he returns.
"They've all been great to me.
If I have to be a manager or
something at first, I'll do it.
But I want to play football
again...and I'll do it."
BOXING
NEW YORK - Five boxers
have filed a $25 million suit
against the ABC-TV network
for suspending the Don Kingpromoted United States
Boxing Championships.

Baseball Standings
By The Associated Press
American League .
East
W L Pct. GB 40 25 .615 Boston
37 31 .544 41•2
N York
35 31 .530 5',2
Balt
Cleve
31 31 .500 712
33 35 .485 812.
Milwkee
29 36 .446 11
Detroit
24 40 .375 15'2
Toronto
West
37 28 .569
Chicago
37 30 .552 1
Minn
33 32 .508 4
K.C.
32 31 .506- 4
Texas
31 32 .492 5
Calif
29 36 .446 8
Oakland
31 41_ .431 9'2
Seattle
. Wednesday's Results
Cleveland 7, Toronto 5, 12 innings
Boston 7, Baltimore 4
New York 12, Detroit 11
Chicago 6, California 2
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 1
Kansas City 4, Seattle 3
Texas 10, Minnesott8
Thursday's Games
Texas Briles 3-3) at Minnesota tnItz 6-4)
California Nolan 0-1) at Chicago Barrios 6-3)
Cleveland (Garland 3-71 at
Toronto (Jefferson 3-6), n )
Boston (Jenkins 6-5) at Baltimore (Flanagan 2-7 ),in)
Seattle (Jones 1-4) at Kansas
City (Hassler 3-2), In)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore, in)
Boston at New York,in)
Cleveland at Detroit, in)
Chicago at Minnesota,in)
Seattle at Milwaukee, n
Kansas City at Oakland, mi
Texas at California, n)
National League
East
W L Pct, GB
42 22 .656
Chicago
Phila
36 29 .554 6'7
Pitts
35 29 .547 7
35 31 .530 8
S Louis
29 37 .439 14
N York
Montreal 28 36 .438 14
West
45 23 .662 Los Ang
Cinci
35 30 .538 8k2
31 38 .449 14'2
S Fran
S Diego
31 41 .431 16
Houston
29 40 .420 16'2
Atlanta
24 44 .353 21
Wednesday's Results
Chicago 4, San Francisco 2
Houston 7, Montreal 0
•
Philadelphia 15, Cincinnati 9
Atlanta 4, New York I
Pittsburgh 3,San Diego 1
Los Angeles 12, St. Louis 1
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at Chicago
San Diego at Atlanta, n)
Los Angeles at Cincinnati,
n)
Montreal at Pittsburgh, in)
Philadelphia at St. I Xrtfts,( n)
San Francisco at Houston,
I ti

ooNLIGHT

Canvas Shoes

25%
Discount
During
Moonlight
Madness Sale
Fri. June 24, 1977
From 6 to 10 p.m.

44400NEss
sALE

By The Associated Press
Baltimore's Jim Palmer
tired around the seventh
inning, and Boston's wrecking
crew of power hitters
capitalized on the pitcher's
fatigue.
"If you make good pitches,
you'll get them out," Palmer
said. "But if you throw it over
the plate, the way they're
&sing,_thealrg_going to hit it."
Hitting home runs at an
astonishing pace the Red Sox
have slammed 29 in their last
eight games for a major
league record.
"There are a bunch of
strong dudes in the lineup,"
said Boston's Carlton Fisk,
who slammed two homers,
including one in the ninth
inning, to give the Red Sox a 74 victory over the Orioles.
In
other
AL games
Wednesday, Cleveland
toppled Toronto 7-5 in 12
innings, New York outlasted
Detroit
12-11,
Chicago
BATTLING BACK-MSU redshirt freshman football player
defeated California 6-2,
Jim Bush of Miami has been bottling since last fall in his bout
Milwaukee downed Oakland 5against cancer. Bush, who lost 50 pounds, has now gained 20
1, Kansas City edged Seattle 43 and Texas outslugged
pounds and is bock to 150 pounds. Here, he works out with the
Minnesota 10-8.
bench•press as he continues his fight.
"Jimmy (Palmer) always
(AP VArephote)
tells me when he's getting
tired," said
Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver. -He
indicated he was getting a
little tired in the seventh."
Until then, the Red Sox had
.itily one home run-George
Scott's AL-leading 20th of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP)- the Kentuckians accom- season in the second inning.
Jeff Kovach is apparently plished probably can't be
With the Red Sox trailing 4-1
better at playing basketball overstated.
entering the seventh, Jim Rice
than - ,reading
pregame
Not only did Kentucky and Fisk hit solo blasts.-Fisk
scouting reports. Just ask the defeat, on its home court, an crashed a two-run shot in the
Indiana high school basketball Indiana team that included ninth, giving the Red Sox the
all-stars.
four prep All-Americans, but lead, and Butch Hobson
Kovach, a 6-foot-7, 20-pound it also gave Kentucky a followed with his 10th home
center from Ashland, scored chance
to
halt
an run of the season, also a two16 points and grabbed 13 embarrassing
eight-year run homer.
rebounds last weekend as stretch of Indiana domination.
Yankees 12, Tigers 11
Kentucky stunned heavily
From 1969 until last
Reggie Jackson's two-run
favored Indiana -87-84 in the weekend's upset, Indiana won double climaxed a five-run
first game of the annual 14 of 16 games to swell its lead eighth inning as New York
midsummer series between, in the series to 39-19.
snapped its five-game losing
the two warring basketball
Heading into Saturday's streak by beating Detroit. The
states.
second game at Louisville's Tigers scored five runs in the
Apparently Kovach didn't Freedom Hall, Kentucky will sixth inning to tie the score at
read, or didn't believe, the have a chance to sweep for the 7-7, then took a brief lead with
pregame notices that said he first time since 1968. In three runs in the seventh.
would be outplayed by addition, Kentucky's girls
Detroit's sixth-iral
i
rally .
Indiana's big men, 6-9 Mr. team will be looking for a included a two-run h
r by
Indiana Ray Tolbert and 6-8 sweep over their Indiana Steve Kemp,an RBI don le by
Steve Risley. But it was the counterparts, a 3-1 series John Wockenfuss and a pinchinspired play of Kovach that, edge, after taking a 78-69 hit two-run homer by Phil
more than that of any other decision
Geri Mankowski.
behind
player, that appeared to lift Grigsby's 24 points last
But in the Yankee eighth,
Kentucky to its peak.
weekend.
Paul Blair and Bucky Dent
That dual sweep, if singled before Graig Nettles
.
"Kovach was 4reat
super down the stretch," said accomplished, would give pounded his 14th homer of the
Kentucky Coach Richard Kentucky four wins in 'as season.
many starts against Indiana's
Schmidt of Ballard.
Indians 7, Jays 5, 12 innings
The magnitude of what best this year and bragging
A sacrifice fly by Jim Norris
Kovach, Lamp and the rest of rights until next sum
scored Frank Duffy in the 12th
nning to snap a tie as
Cleveland defeated Toronto
for its seventh straight
victory. Rico Carty followed
with a single and two walks
forced in the final run.
The Blue Jays had forced
On Monday, June 27, the following tennis players will
the game into extra innings on
report to the high school tennis courts at the proper time.
Al Woods' RBI single with two
Each player will receive an hour of instruction daily. It is
important that each player report on time, have a tennis
racquet,and wear rubber soled tennis shoes. Tennis balls
will be furnished.
The following players report at 8:30: Kelly Humphreys;
Jill Humphreys; Kelleen Callahan; Mark Doran; Beth
Woodall; Buffy Stokes; Laura Farris; Lisa Farris; Vonnie Hays; Michelle Ford; Marcia Ford; Scott Nix; Gina
Herndon; Lone Burnette; Amy Spencer; Chris Nix:
Angel Adams; Michael Wilkins; Lucinda Alexander;
Leslie Foster; Mitzi McDougal; Angelica Hendrick;
Melanie McClain; Leigh Holcomb; Ward Simmons; Ashby Miller.
The following players report at 9:30: Chris Cunningham; Sean Cunningham; Richard Bucy; Howard
Lange; Stacy Wuest; Lee Story; Todd Contri; Lita Carson; Wade Smith; Tammy Chadwick; Jeffrey Garrott;
Rochea Perry; John Hendrick; Jill Morris; Karen Lewis;
Gene Wilferd; Brenda Crittendon; Pamela Crittendon;
Kim Jenkins; Bart Washer; Jann Washer; Jaina Washer;
Lisa Russell; Mimi Winchester; Lee Cottrell; Diane
Gremore.
The following players report at 10:30: Kim Baker; Mark
Waldrop; Donna Rousse; Vic Stacey; Pamela Padgett;
Susan Crittendon; Steve Baker; Teresa Dick; Jan Cole;
Jennie Smith; Ann Clark; Katherine Simmons; Suzanne
Pitman; Robyn Ray; Patti McIntosh; Susan Stripling;
Louis Zimmerman.

Kentucky All-Stars To
Go For Sweep Saturday

out in the ninth. Reliever Jim
Kern, 3-3, worked 32-3 innings
to earn the victory.
White Sox 6, Angels?
Jorge Orta drilled a two-run
homer and Wayne Nordhagen
drove in two runs with a single
and double to lead Chicago
past California.
Bart Johnson, 4-3, scattered
five hits in 6 2-3' innings of
relief to pick up the victory.
Rangers 10,Twins 8
Claudell Washington's
three-run homer capped a
five-run eighth inning as
Texas rallied to down
Minnesota in Eddie Stanky's
debut as Rangers manager.
Stanky replaced Frank
Lucchesi earlier in the day
after spending the last nine
years as a college baseball
coach.
Brewers 5, A's 1
Jim Wohlford and Don
Money knocked in two runs
apiece as Milwaukee posted a

a

Friday

Night

Free Pants
Buy I Pair Get 1 Pair
FREE of Equal Value

*Dresses *Swimsuits
*Jewelry *Jumpsuits
*Pantsuits *Jeans

SAVE
UP TO

Hanes 1Z.
• Hose /A price

ettls _}
G
Friday
Night
6 to 10

20%

OFF STOREWIDE

Settle-Workman
306 Main. Murray

4,
00„,
4t447
45/04e,

s'44
.
4ks.

This offer includes Men's, Women's and Childrens'Shoes! Dress, Casual, Converse Canvas,and Sandals.

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!

Family Shoe Store

50/0

Large Group

Murray Tennis Association To
Open Teaching Clinic Monday

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

rek
Ni
oft,
co
Sic
ptc
up
tht ,

a

Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get A Second Pair Free!!
Fri. June 24, 1977
6 to 10 p.m.

two-game winning streak for
the first time since May 28.
Augustine, 8-8,
Jerry
scattered eight hits for the
Brewers. Vida Blue, 4-9, took
the loss.
Royals 4, Mariners 3
George Brett pounded out
his third hit of the night, stole
second and scored on Al
Cowens' eighth-inning single
to _ lift !caws. city_ over
Seattle.
Fred Patek cracked his
1,1100th major league hit, a
single in the second, then stole
second and scored on Tom
Poquette's double. Hal McRae
doubled in the third and made
it 3-0 on a single by John
Mayberry.
Royals' starter
Paul
Splittorifieft the game aft&
being struck in the right leg by
a ball off the bat of Craig
Reynolds in the sixth.
Reliever Doug Bird, 3-1, got
the victory.

Vis

Fri. June 24, 1977
6 to 10 p.m.

Extra Bonus

10%
Discount
On All Mdse.
Not Already
On Sale.
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Leave Wildlife, Officials Ask
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Visitors to Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's public outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, can
often see wildlife babies
concealed in the brush.
Sometimes well-meaning
people disturb and even pick
up these animals, thinking
they have been abandoned by

their mothers.
However, the best course of
action, according to John
Mechler, supervisor of
wildlife management at Land
Between The Lakes, is to
leave baby animals where
they are.
First, the babe may not be
orphaned at all.
"For example, during the

In recent weeks, well-meaning people have picked up
at least three seemingly abandoned fawns in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public outdoor recreation and
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Chances are that the animals are not orphans at
all, but merely left for a few hours as the mother goes
off to feed or rest.
(TVA Photo by Robert Duncan)

This is absolute MADNESS
but we're gonna do it
anyway!
All The

CATFISH
White Beans, Cole Slow, French Fries 8
Hush Puppies you can eat
PLUS FREE Homemade Ice Cream$239

ONLY
Price Good Friday, June 24th
from 4 p.m. til closing

753-1632

often
wounds.
This
necessitates the destruction of
the animal.
In addition to violating the
laws of nature by taking the
animals out of their natural
habitat, the wildlife "kidnappers" are violating the
laws of man.
According to state law,
possession of any wild animal,
except with a special permit,
is illegal.
In Kentucky, the violator, if
convicted, may be charged up
to ttwo hundred dollars, or
given up 191:1X months in jail,
or both. Tennessee state law
sets the fine at up to fifty
dollars.
In recent weeks, three
fawns have been turned into
the wildlife management unit
at Land Between The Lakes.
They were picked up by people
who thought they were doing
the animal a favor. However,
they probably did more harm
than good. Mechler said,
"These animals can never be
returned to the wild because
they cannot make it on their
own."
.Wildlife is best enjoyed
when observed in its natural
surroundings. Do yourself and
the animals a favor; leave
wildlife where it belongs.
Mom will be right back!

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 21, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't permit trifles ,,to be
blown out of propOrtion,
distorting your innate perceptiveness and good judgment.
Aim to ease tensions in close
circles.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
You may have to revise some
plans, change tactics. Don't go
too far out on the proverbial
limb, however. Stability
needed.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Your active mind will relish
this challenging
period.
Creative writing, literary
pursuits and educational
pursuits should hold special
interest.
CANCER
(June 22 tc July 23)
Good influences! Plan your
schedule
early,
isolate
priorities quickly and tackle

nap-

Rudy's
Restaurant
Court Square

first few weeks of a fawn's
life, the doe will leave it
hidden while she carries on
her regular activities of
feeding and resting. She will
return every three or four
hours to nurse her young one,"
Mechler said. "During these
absent piriods, people may
find the 'orphaned' fawn.
Many times the mother may
even witness the 'kidnapping'."
"Second," Mechler continued, "a baby animal needs
specialized care that nature
has instinctively supplied_ to
its mother. A person could
never duplicate the 'tender
loving care' a v4ildlife mother
gives her babes."
If the animal does survivein
captivity, additional problems
can arise. Wild animals can
carry diseases, the best know
and most dreaded of which is
rabies. Skunks are especially
dangerous in this aspect
because they may carry the
rabies virus for six to eight
months before showing any
symptoms.
Next, wild animals seldom
lose their "wild nature." An
adult deer, especially a buck
in the fall breeding season,
can be extremely dangerous.
These "pets" may attack their
owners, inflicting serious

with new vigor. Spearhead your
drive with confidence in success.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) %124:
If a proposed plan is welladvised, try.it. eves though it is
-unusual." It could just prove
to be one of your more interesting challenges.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be sure of your road now.
Perhaps you should look over
your program once more. A
slight revision might be "just
what the doctor ordered."
LJBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
You won't find any hiding
place for your problems, so you
might just SW well face up to
them and work them out. But do
so in a relaxed manner and with
no anxiety.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rker,r•
Achievement will be largely
up to yourself now. You won't
have much planetary help, but
you can light up the fires of
enthusiasm and good will.

6

Wendell H. Hone

R. Charles Blair

Mid-Continent College
Names Men To Positions

The Rev. Wendell H. Hone,
Sr.,is now serving as the third
president of the Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College at
Mayfield. Serving as vicepresident is the Rev. R.
Charles Blair.

positions by the trustees of the
college., Hone had been acting
president since the death of
Dr. O. Markham on October
22, 1976, who had served as
president since 1957. Blair had
been serving as acting vicepresident
since
Dr.
Markhaints death.
The tio% president, a native
of Rochester, Ky., served as
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray. from
1947-51 He has served as
pastor of churches
in

Rev. Hone is a graauate 01
Murray State University, and
has his Master of Divinity and
Master of Theology degrees
Baptist
Southern
from
Seminary,
Theological
Louisville.
Rev. Hone is married to the
former Beulah Kirtley and she
serves as kindergarten
teacher for the First Baptist
Church, Mayfield. They have
three children — Wendell, Jr.,
Ila Faye, and Kyle Yates —
and eight grandchildren.
The new vice-president, a
native of southern Illinois, is a
graduate of Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College, and has
an A. B. and M. A. from
Muhay State University. He
has served as pastor at
Sedalia.
Rev. Blair is married to the
former Alma Neace, and they

Newport,
Middlesboro.
Paducah, and Owensboro. He
came to Mid-Continent as the
first graduate dean in 1972.

Tina, and Terri._ They are
members of the First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.

Both Hone and Blair were
elected to their present

Friday Night
Savings
Up To

50%
On
Selected
Styles

tqadik
Shoe Store
Court Square
Murray

have three children - Tim,

'wP

SAGITTARIUS

e4ip

Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Emphasize your stability
Many will look to you for support and guidance. Without
overtaxing yourself, give help
wherever you can.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mixed planetary influences.
Good opportunities for advancement abound in your area
but you may have to search
them out for yourself. Personal
interests highly favored.
7
AQUARIUS
:Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A period of adjustment. Profit
by experience and study the
methods of successful people
Make moves designed to
enhance position, insure gains
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
„ Mixed influences. Check
impulsive comments, action
You could step into trouble with
little effort through wrong or
heedless tactics.

Friday Night 5 p.m. till?

61k`

Friday Night

Suits &
Sport Coats

0 OFF
31:1°/

1 Rack Long Sleeve

Al! Other

Dress Shirts

Merchandise

1/2

PRICE

/0
20°

OFF

qraham & Jackson
POR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray

753-3234
4
4

/No
1111110
411•1•101.

••••••

.01.01

•Nnsi•

111.01111ff
MINN

Be Sure
To Visit The
Shoe Biz/ in Dixieland tenter

•••••

••••••
Mes

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
great versatility and boundless
ambition. You may also be
gifted with physical prowess
but, generally speaking, your
inclinations run to the mental
You are not quite as practical as
most Cancerians, but your fine
imagination and foresight see
you through twist situations
You would make an 'excellent
business executive, but should
leave details to others; could
also succeed in the world of
finance, but may need a partner
of greater drive than your own
— suCh as a Leoite — to carry
out your clever ideas. Other
fields in which you could excel
military
leadership, the
theater, education, medicine
Music or sculpture would make
stimulating hobbies for you
Birthdate of: Herbert (Lord (
Kitchener, Brit. Field Marshal,
Jack Dempsey, Amer. pugilist,
Haile Selassie I, ex-Emperor of
Ethopia; Phil Harris, singer

411•••

y.6

MOW

mow
.111111.

01110111

11•••

401111m

•••••

alarm ••••• in*
amiss .arrarai,:ia::::)(''

••••••
MM.

111101

moo

dow
mom

AINIMEN

4•110110
WINER

MORN

m.

aims
IMP

• 0

Imam
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Record-Sized Ice Cream
Sundae Built Wednesday

Clearance Sale
OPEN FRIDAY NITE
TIL 10 P.M.

Ladies-MensChildrens

,.\44
(-3x-

SHOES
and More
On Most
Merchandise

Court Square
Murray

153-2111

51111E5

Sale Friday June 25 - 5 p.m.
010

to

0 ‘kevo

Store
wetly
Siet
SuciotIV‘s
1 Group JEANS 1/2 Price
1 Group LEISURE WEAR /
2 Price
1
Boys LEISURE SHIRTS 1.95

Sale Begins 5 PM

Corn-Austin
Court Square

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
More than 15,400 people
watched the,construction of a
record sized ice-cream sundae
at a Kentucky Dairy Month
celebration and then helped
devour the melting mound.
Also Wednesday, a day of
free, industry-donate4 dairy
, food and intentipnaT and
- unintentional situation
comedy,the crowd saw:
—Gov. Julian Carroll
---airrathr!tett 3VIIIC of-thesundae to his doubtful
daughter Elly.
—The Franklin County
judge Pulled into a decisive
lead in a milking contest over
the state dairy princess and
Carroll, who did not cry over
what was spilt.
— Mike Ehrler's hot-air
balloon get doused with cold
water from gray skies and fail
to come to earth when
deflated.
Children and adults enjoyed
free cheese and crackers,
cottage cheese, fruit and milk
and watched the building of
the sundae officials hope will
earn Kentucky a spot in the
record book.
Agriculture Commissioner
Thomas Harris said the
mound of ice cream weighed
4,117 pounds, 12 ounces before
it was devoured.
The Guinness Book of
Records gives the ice cream'

sundae record as 3,952 pounds,
12 ounces, but Harris said the
new figure will be submitted
to the publishers.
Harris dished up the. first
serving. Kentucky Dairy
Princess Sandra Lou Stark fed
Carroll a bite and Carroll gave
some to his baby daughter,
Elly, though not without a
struggle.
The governor's powers of
persuasion were again tested
in the cow-miWing ealitsat-He-was pitted against Franklin
County Judge Jack Goins and
Miss Stark.
Carroll drew a skittish
animal who would be calmed
neither by oratory nor by
hands strengthened by years
of campaign handshakes. .
The 'cow stepped in the
bucket, then kicked it over.
"Then 'she wouldn't let her
milk down," said Harris,
who watched closely.
Goins had the situation well
in hand and won easily. "He
knew what he was doing,"
Harris said."We call it a draw
between the governor and the
dairy princess for second."
Ehrler, owner of a chain of
dairy stores in Louisville,
brought his seven-story high
hot-air balloon, the "Udder
Delight," and inflated it
outside the convention center,
where it swayed — tethered to
a lamp post — in a drizzle and

Stewards For Mondale
Cost $75,000 Per Year.
Says He Has No Choice
WASHINGTON 1AP
When Walter F. Mondale
comes home after a hard day
of being vice president, he has
six Filipino stewards supplied
by the Navy waiting to serve
hint.
An aide to the vice president
says the Mondales "don't have
any choiee." The stewards
"are simply assigned there 1fy
the Navy."
This military decision costs
$75,000 a year, according to a
Navy spokesman.
The six stewards work in the
the
House,
Admiral's
Victorian home that now
serves as the official
residence for the vice
president.
Located on the grounds of
the Naval Observatory on a
hill overlooking sloping lawns
and trees, the house is set well
back from Massachusetts.
Avenue at the northern end of
the fashionable Embassy
Row.
It formerly was the
residence for the chief of
Naval operations.
The six stewards assigned to
the vice president cook and
serve meals, shop and 'keep
the house clean, from the
basement to the circular room
in the turret.
. The Mondale aide said the
assistance of the Navy
stewards was needed to run
the mansion because it is
considerably larger than the
home from which tqe family
moved.
"There's no way they could

run the house.- said the aide,
noting that it has a basement
kitchen similar to one found in
a restaurant.
A -woman who cleaned the
family's old home once a week
before Mondale became vice
president still works for the
family, visiting the new home
once a week to do the laundry
and ironing.
Before Mondale became
vice president, he and his wife
and their three children lived
several blocks away in a
modest single-family woodframe house. The house is in
Park
Cleveland
the :
neighborhood of Northwest
Washington, and the Mondales
rented out a basement
apartment to students,
bringing in $1,900 last year.
Although the Navy stewards
are responsible for the
shopping now, Mrs. Mondale
still takes part in a food
cooperative through which
old
her
in
families
neighborhood reduce their
bills for fresh fruit and,
vegetables by buying in large
quantities at wholesale
markets.
On Sundays, she takes a
basket to the home of a
neighbor who is responsible
that week for making the
purchases and she picks up
her fruit and vegetables on
Tuesday. Every few months
she makes the trip to the
market herself.
Filipino stewards from the
Navy also are assigned to the
White House.

Moonlight Madness
Come on in and we'll wheel and deal on any
merchandise in the store.

Murray Furniture
Mad

753-8676

1/3 „PT

Group

/3 ,„, 1/3 orr

1

.sprin;&Nun trier
Junior and lliss.r

1

Swimsuits
Juniors — Juniors — Juniors — Juniors
I

All

On The Balcony! 5'

OfT

Rags In Store

.-it Least

sm,1

Entire Summer
Stock

/3

1/3 ()FE

1

One Rack

g

^

End-of-Line

4
On Sale! ,
0[1.
,314
112
1
r
g

*Tops
*Dresses

g.

*Jumpsuits
*Blouses
*Skirts

*.Opuchos
*Pants
*Jeans

Tops, Jeans,
Sweaters, Pants

VI

jc$500

;
P.
cf,

Name Brand Bras
1•p,To40

k

Misses

300o

antsuits$1 350am/8

OFT

Many Surprise Items
Will Be Added
Fri. Night Only!.
OM Ulf'
i

r- Gam

LITT e'h- tia N'S

WILSON
WOOLLEY

304 Main Street

Misses and
,Junior

ngerie
sLiats
DresseRainco

Coll

753-7360

JUNIOR ROTC CADETS-1LT Joe Ward of Murray welcomes high school ROTC
cadets from Marion County High School in Lebanon, Ky. to Ft. Knox for a one-week
summer camp. 1LT Ward and other members of the Princeton company of the 100th
Army Reserve Division are conducting two one-week camps for junior ROTC cadets
from 27 schools. The camp is scheduled to conclude June 25.

Misses

On
Special Photo
Packages

Photography

•••••••11.....

6:4
Fri. 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. 44.,%•?„
.,...
..,

Check Our
Prices

during our Friday Night

•

Moonlight Madness#44.44b.

'

You Make A Bid!

Court Square

an increasingly stiff breeze.
-It was bouncing around so
much we could hardly hold
It." said Ehrler, standing in
the basket of the bobbing
balloon.
As the rain increased,
Ehrler deflated the balloon,
which draped itself over the
lamp post. A sign-painter
friend with a truck-mounted
•'cherry-picker" was called on
to help untangle the balloon.
The celebration wasn't
devoid of seriousness. Harrii- noted in a talk that the dairy
industry is Kentuckjes fourth
largest agricultural source of
income — behind tobacco,
beef and grain — and brings in
some $176.7 million annually.
Kentucky dairy farmers
produce more than a million
quarts of milk a year, he said.

The

master charge

Happy Yellow Store"
r 1
.T
1 12S2.;!..
:
e

EWEN
BANKAMERICARD
ft••40.**410w
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HOSPIAL NEWS
6-12-77
Adults 132
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy King I mother
Diane), Rt. 3 Benton, Baby
Boy Perry ( Mother Kathy),
Rt. 5 Bx. 434, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Suzanne Feagin and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs.
Betty C. Sturgill, Rt. 5 Paris,
Tn., Lynn F. Lee, Hal's Tr. Ct.
No.68 Murray, Miss Laurie A.
McKinney, Rt.,
' 3 Bx 45 A.
Murray, Mrs. Jeanie M:Pully
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Mayfield,
Mrs. Patsy A. Hale, Rt. 6 Bx.
177 A Murray, Mrs. Cinnie L.
Dalton, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs.
Maebell Futrell, Rt. I Bx. No.
Almo, Bryne D. McKinney,
Rt. 3 Bx. 45-A Murray, Mrs.
Ruth M. Crass, 311 N. 12
Murray, Mrs. Zandra D.
Barrow, 1636 W. Main
Murray, Mrs. Norma J.
Harris, Rt. 3 Murray, Vernon
C. Moody, Rt. 3 Bx. 110
Murray, Lynn Dale Burkeen,
Rt. 3 Murray, Fred Joyce, Bx.
115 Hazel, Mrs. Marjorie L.
Gordon ( expired, Rt. 1 Bx.
170 Almo, Mrs. Maggie
Newberry (expiredi, Fern
Terrace Lodge Murray.
06-13-77
ADULTS 133
NURSERY 09
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Laird Mother
Deborah), Bx. 14 Puryear,
Tn., Baby Girl Bennett
(Mother Jean), 806 S. 16th
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Hazel L. Underhill, Rt.
5, Benton, Todd M. Brooks, Rt.
2 Bx. 340, Murray,Jonathan L.
Sirles, Rt. 7, Benton, Miss
Darra A. Mitchell, New
Concord, Mrs. Catherine
Jones, 402'2 N. 1, Murray,
Timothy M. Kirks, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Martha K.
Galloway, 207 S. 13, Murray,
Jay F. Routon, Rt. 1, Henry,
Tn., Mrs. Dora K. Garland,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Lola M.
Williams, 815 S. 4, Murray,
Marvin W. Smith, New
Concord, Seiburn White, 510
N. 5, Murray, James W. Tapp,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Tharalee
Curd (expired), Rt. 2, Hazel.
June 14, 1977
Adults 128
Newborn 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Yates i mother

DID
YOU
KNOW
Parker
Ford Inc.
701 Main
753-5273
RENTS CARS
•Clsoose From most models:
Pintos, Maverick. Granada and

•Ovr rates are low and we
even include insurance
Myelin!.

Call for Wells Ovorboy

Carol), Rt. 1, Box 77, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
James R. Young, 101 Ash,
Murray, Mrs. Jean M. Wells,
Rt. 1 Symsonia, Mrs. Wanda
E. French and Baby Boy, 1918
Red Oak, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Glenda K. Rowlett and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, }lox 376, Murray,
Mrs. Diane King and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Kathy
G. Underhill and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3, Murray, Miss Cheryl A.
Dick, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Debra
A. Peoples, 812 N. 11th,
Mayfield, Mrs. Peggy J.
Shelton, Rt. 2, Box 19, Murray,
William E. Barnhill, Rt. 2,
Buchanan,Tn.,James G. Call,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tn., Miss Diane
Olive, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Joetta Johnson, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Carol S.
Adkins, Rt.8, Mayfield, Albert
Nichy, 1218 Medlrose Dr.,
Murray, Luther Atkins, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Emma L. Palmer,
Rt. 3, Box 86, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby E. Nance, Rt. 3, Murray,
Raymond Phelps, 410 S. 8th
Murray, Joseph W. Live, 509
N. Brewer, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Cora Jackson, Box 83,
Puryear, Tn., James L.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo, Telus L.
Broach, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Wayne B. Duncan (expired),
Rt. 1, Dexter.
June 15, 1977
Adults 126
Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Comer (mother
Susan), 905 Main Benton,
Baby Girl Gillum (mother
Barbara), Rt. 1, Box 195
Kirlcsey, Baby Boy Anderson
mother Deborah), C. R. 27
New Concord.
DISMISSALS
S. J. Waters, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Roselee Kelso,
Box 13 Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Betty S. Williams, 709
Sycamore, Murray,. Mrs.
Dorthy L. Danner, 103 S. 10,
Murray, Miss Ruth L. Merrell,
1108 Brown Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Anna M. Dunn, Rt. 1, Box 62,
Murray,James D. Parker, Rt.
3, Benton, Loyd Cunningham,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Dorothy
M. Harpoe, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Deborah Laird,'Box 14,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Martha C.
Imes, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Dorthy L. Jenkins, 601 Olive,
Murray, L. B. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Janice L.
Jameson, N. 13, Murray, Mrs.
Fannie L. Buchanan, 1318
Diuguid Dr., Murray, Edgar
E. Campbell, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Addie B.
Hutson, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Lucille Hargis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys 0. Garland, 509
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Zettie
Riley, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs. Melvin R.
Smith, Rt. 2, Box 34, Murray,
Henry L. Windsor, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tn.

06-16-77
ADULTS 121
NURSERY 11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Durham ( Mother
Nannette), 220.S. 12, Murray,
Baby Boy Wheeler ( Mother
Patsy), Rt. 3, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pamela S. Ellis and
Baby Boy,321 ,lockson, Paris,
Tn., Miss Linda J. Cherry, Bx.
695 Overby Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Baker, Rt. 3,
Murray, Z. C. Enix, Bx. 412,
Murray, Wilson Christenberry, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Bertha L. Bean, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Lurlye B.
Chase, Rt. I, Bx. 106,
Buchanan,Tn., Mrs. Wanda S.
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Murray,
Bobbie F. Ferrell, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Betty J. Robinson,
701 Alexander, Paris, Tn.,
Miss Rhonda Walker, 706
Franklin Dr., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Sharon M. Barnett, Rt. 1,
Almo. Mrs. Carolyn Wheeler,
Bx. 26, Sedalia, Truman H.
Anderson, CR 27, New Concord, Lenice E. Fisk,804 N. 16,
Murray, Thomas W. Hutchinson, 710 Elm, Murray,
Ray. N. Cobb, Rt. I,
Buchanan. Tn., Lucien W.
Imes, Almo.

Moonlight Madness
Friday Night
Suits & Sport Coats
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts

30c%'.') off
1'
•acli

/2

price

20% off

All Other Merchandise

Qraharn & Jackson
FOR
()WATIIORTI

THE

PARTICULAR

Murrriv

MAN

753-3234

€10111111.
7 16
111.111%11-9
IFice•cocit
Specials Good
June 23 thru July 2

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682

We Reserve The Rigid To Limo Naafi's

I-7 Ike.-Tlimrs,
11-1 Fri.-Saf,

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Lipton Onion Soup
Duncan Hines

CAKf MIX

COFFEE

SAUSAGE

1 lb con

Stokely

CATSUP
Swift's Potted

MEAT

Order Your BBQ Shoulder
and
Pit Baked Ham Early

29'
2/35c

Frosty Acres Orange

JUICE

BEANS

3 oz

cals
6/89c

,•,..p,b..„„.,,.con

ICE CREAM

g01

VINEGAR

go'

32 oz

MILK

Save 47c

Kraft
Philadelphia

Charkets

2c

1301

All Flavors

PUNCH

46 oi

olden Ripe

15'
25'
LETTUCE
99'
POTATOES
SLii;iunkist
69'
itacollpE 49'

99c

Owen Food Market
Coupon 2805

Folger's Coffee

Save 36c

Expires 7-2-77

Pure

'2"

lb.

lb

65c

Owens Best Slab

Lean

SLICED BACON

GROUND CHUCK

lb. 99c

10 lb.

Owens Famous Pit

BAKED HAM
, or whole

lb.

$1 89

Armour Test Tender

GROUND BEEF

RIBEYE STEAKS

U S No 1 Red

WATERMELON
$1 39,o$1 89

$1

09

500 Off on 2 lb.

Fresh Crisp

Ice Cold

I lb -

;1arAHY02NiziAISE

10 lb.

Armour Test Tender

lb

d°z

FeilEkERs

49'
c
49

BEST MEATS IN TOWN

'PRODUCE'

1e

Hawaiian

CHARCOAL

C
8 oz. 49
Save 24'

e

BANANAS

89'

SAUCE

3/$1O

CREAM
CHEESE

Musselman Apple Cider49C

Carnation Evaporated

Heinz BBQ - 26 oz

8 Pkg.

Save $1.20

69C

00

I6oz

VINEGAR

CHEERIES

HOT IXCG BUNS

with 512.50 Add. Purchase
or more

Van Camp Pork 4/$1

White Swan
Morschino - 10 oz.

HAMBURGER

plus deposit

Heinz Apple Cider

BEANS

49'

12 oz

Showboat Pork &

Hyde Park
Sealtest

59'

23.oz

Swift's Vienna
5 oz.

July 4th

$379

Maxwell House

MIX

Closed

59'

18 oz

,

lb.

-

99c .
,

Armour Test Tender i

CHUCK STEAK
lb-

SWISS STEAK

69c

lb.

99c

Armour Test Tender
English Cut

ROAST
lb.

99c

Krey All Meat

WIENERS
lb.

79c

lb $2.89 . DELI BBO HAM
DELI BAKED HAM
lb $2.98
DELI ROAST BEEF
PIT BBO BEEF
TURKEY BREAST Baked lb $3.39 DELI BAKED PASTRAMI

..,

$2.89
$2.69
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Expanded Program Launched To Treat
Emotionally Disturbed Children In State

fewer problems to in-patient
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) -- are program for disturbed at all.
now fall
hospital care for others who
rs
youngste
"These
begin
Human Resources Secretary children scheduled to
need it.
the cracks of our
through
has
y
fall.
Kentuck
this
Peter Conn says
" Conn
The expanded program,
system,
nt
treatme
lly
emotiona
The number of
launched an "expanded
given
said, shows "the
isn't
Conn
help
"When
in said.
children
treating disturbed
program" for
emotional governor's concern and
enough,
early
ed,
estimat
bed
Kentucky is
emotionally distur
for
children's
can lead to truancy, support
conservatively. at 61,00O, Conn problems
children in the state.
and maybe years treatment programs..."
ncy,
delinque
by-affected
a
only
are
Many
noted.
"We now are meeting
The major elements of the
behind bars. Many of these
frpction of the need for such problems as anti-social
l
emotiona
include:
program
need
people
young
treatment -among youths behavior, inability to relate to
criminal
the staff of
reasing
not
—Inc
help,
or
ve
aggressi
wilose emotional problems are others, and
Children's Treatment
punishment."
Conn
actions.
severe,"
harmful
to
e
njoderat
The new state program, he Services at Anchorage in
Conn said the, lack of
slid in a news conference here
will expand treatment Jefferson County.
said,
s
IStondaY. -It is Gov. (Julian) adequate treatment program
—Establishing a new 35-bed
offered at several levels of
Carroll's view that by moving for these children often means
day residential unit at Kentucky
from
ranging
care,
priate
get inappro
aggressively to solve the the.v
treatment for youths with Children's Home.
problems of the troubled child, treatment, if they are helped
—Expanding the state's
y
necessit
we save society the
capetity- - for- - group. -honie
trouble-CI
of imprisoning'
treatment by 64 beds,
adults."
including 90 at Danville
the
mad*
Conn
Treatment Center eight at
the
of
cement
announ
the
expanded program at
Kentucky Children's Home
here — one of five existing
treatment centers in the state
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — the hearings he had scheduled
scheduled for expanded Kentucky's top environmental for next Monday,Tuesday and
services to youths who are official says he'll delay Wednesday in Frankfort will
moderately to severely hearings on regulation of strip be postponed "until further
river notice."
disturbed.
wild
in
mines
The hearings were to deal
He also announced that his watersheds until a case
controversial
department will take a more related to the issue is decided. with
comprehensive approach to
Robert Bell,secretary of the reclamation requirements for
treatment for youths with all Department for Natural surface mines in the drainage
kinds of emotional problems, Resources and Environmental areas of the state's eight wild
including a specialized foster Protection, said Tuesday that rivers.
Bell had set forth the strict
controls in a May 10 order, but
later stayed the order and
d the hearings.
schedule
Night
Friday
Coal operators said the
off
controls Bell called necessary
Suits & Sport Coats
to protect the wild rivers
2price would affect nearly 900
1
(1 rack'/
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
Kentucky
southeastern
off
All Other Merchandise
surface mines.
Bell said Tuesday that he
will reschedule the hearings
after a decision is reached on
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
a Morgan County company's
753-3134
applicatton to strip mine near
Downtown Murray
Powell County tributaries of
the Red River, one of those
protected under the Wild
Rivers Act.
Testimony is complete on
the Frederick and Kelly Coal
Co.'s application to mine
about 14 miles from the
protected portion of the river.
Bell said he has been told
*Suits
the hearing officer's decision
*Leisure Suits
is "forthcoming," though he
added he does not know
*Sun Suits
exactly when to expect it.
*Long Ails
He said that decision will be
relevant to requirements for
—All Famous Namestrip mining in other wild
river watersheds.
Two suits have been filed in
Franklin Circuit Court in
on
connection with Bell's May 10
order — one by coal operators
seeking to block enforcement
alndgroonuep
obfyth"aen
nta'
eneti
onm
enuviirrem
reci
trying to block issuance of
surface mining permits in
wild !Ayer watersheds without
such controls.

Green River Treatment
Center in Owensboro, and 18
Village,
Lincoln
at
Elizabethtown.
—increasing the capacity of
elay treatment services across
the state. Fifty day treatment
slots will be opened at

30%

20%

Qraham & Jackson

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10$ E. 121N ST., SENIOR

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434
• PUBLIC NOTICE
TRUCKLOAD
MIS-MATCH SALE
ON BEDDING!
Alarket

havature

•Thursday!
•Friday!
•Saturday!

3
4 to 1/
1/

Group 1: Mattress or Foundation
Firm construction,
LOts -of sturdy
innerspring coils. All have
handsome, durable covers.

Toddler Girls 2-4 Yrs.

$37

MISS YOUR PAPER?

y

4 to /3 on

Step c•eadder
Open Mon. through Sat. 10-6
Except Fn.. Open 10-8

youngsters, Conn said. Most of.
the money, he said, will come
from a reallocation of state
funds and an increase in
federal payments expected
under the Medicaid and Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children programs.

goes on a real economy
"kick"

CORRECTION
Toddler Boys 2-4 Yrs.

*Dresses
*Sun Suits
*Bubbles

Treatment Center at Crittenden, Ky.
The expanded treatment
programs will cost the
department $2.1 million more
per year than the $3.8 million
now spent annually for
emotionally disturbed

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.

Hearings On Strip
Miners To Be Delayed

Moonlight Madness

Danville and 50 at Green
River when it opens next year.
Another 34 day treatment
positions will be added at the
Elizabethtown facility.
Conn said the state also will
increase staff and funds for
the Northern Kentucky

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Sehearlbers vibe have net
received their heare-Ielvered
CM of The army ledger &
Tunes by 5:30 p.m. Meaday•
hien Or by 3:30 p.m. ea Satswdays ere wood to cal 753-1916
between 5:30 p.. awl 6
Aleaday-frklay, er 3:30 p.m.
anI 4 p.n. Satardwys, to insure
ibefivery of the newspaper. Calls
mot be Awed by6 p.m. week •
/op Or 4 p.m. Seterduys to

Extra-firm,
Multi-coil,
designs...wi
co.ers and

perwrtire delivery.

$87

Group 3: Mattress or Foundation
twin-size.
Super-firm,
Layers of puffy cushioning
over hundreds of tempered
steel coils...in elegant covers.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
TRAVEL TRAILERS
Rt. 68 & I 24

Cadiz, Ky.

EACII rua

Ph. 502-322-8057

Grand Opening

We have some
great buys on queen and
king-size sets, too

June 22 Thru 26
Hours 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Discount Prices
Large Complete Store
Parts at Accessories
Free Door Prizes
Featuring Sales of

TMCZATO:
1
S
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES\M".1
Travel Trailers — Motor & Mini Homes

The Store With Low Overhead - Anyone Over5'8" - Duck!

Free Delivery - Financing Arranged - Layaway

Atarket 414 hrmiture
414 North Market Street

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Mgrs.
• Paris, Tenn.

Phone 642-6996
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Filming In Elkton

Stock Market
Prices of sock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by First of Michtgan. Corp. of
Murray. areas follows
blein Inc
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W R Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

- 2635 um
463.
93. +31
473.
51 -3.
at.

For TV-Movie To
Begin Next Month

Donors' Money Refunded By State DHR Department
Suppose you received a
letter in the mail that said,
"We're going to let you have
the money you donated back."
Yn... might first be shocked,
then disbelieving, but finally
would probably accept your
good-fortuiie-happily.
This might not happen to

FRANKFORT - Filming
will begin in Elkton next
29 +4 month
on a made-for. 95t. -1.
W. -4 television movie tentatively
..31'4 -4 entitled Hawkins,according to
.27
•
Development -rSecretary
. 332.
16)o
William 1. ShortS
3634
L4
Harry
Sherman
will
1114 +4
produce the two-hour movie in
-ez usre-resi ar---c-anluacrtion _ _ with_ F. m 1.
Prices of stocks Z4-10
noon today furnished to Ulf Ledger & Televillon, Inc. for airing on
Times by 1. M Simon Co areas follows
NBC ,sometime next season.
Hawkins is the biography of
Indus Av
-1 78
A team of architectural and
the first black man to be
engineering students trained
32f. A-1.. elected sheriff in tbe
• IiIrCO
Deep
Sin
. 4 -4
in analyzing strugtures for
74- Ashlan
.
-31q--=3. --South-. since recnustrnetion
A. T.& T.
63'2 J. The story traces the election -prott-ettun -agatn-st-rartous
Fort Motor . . ..
563. _-•-'.
war-time hazards will work in
.Gen Dynamic.
57 +4 of Hawkins, who as a nonGen. Motors
6934 --31 violent follower of Martin 10 western Kentucky counties
Gen. Tire ,,
293. .-3.
Luther King, refuses to carry this summer, according to
Goodrich
21P• MC
...
Gulf Oil
, .. 27'. J. a gun. Lou Gossett, who Chuck Bogart, head of
Pennwalt
3634 -.-31
Nuclear Civil Preparedness
Quaker Oats
221. -3. portrayed the character
Republic Steel ..... 2934 unc Fiddler in Roots, will play the for the state Division of
Singer Mfg .
22 WIC
Disaster and Emergency
Tappan .....
Po -14 title role.
Services.
173. unc
Western Umon.
Jerrold
Freedman
wrote
the
Zenith Radio..
22 -3.1
The counties are Muhlenstory Hawkins and will direct
berg,
Ohio, McClean. Hopkins,
the movie.
Webster, Union, Calloway,
Filming,
which
will
begin
Fast Film Service
Graves, McCracken, and
July 11 and run for ap- Ballard.
At Big Discount
proximately three weeksjL will
The team, which will be
be done entirely in the supervised by Mel Schneider.
Commonwealth. Sherman of
the
Defense
Civil
Pay Only For
plans to film in Hopkinsville, Preparedness Agency's
Prints
Pembroke and Guthrie as well Region Three staff in
lout Good
as Elkton. Betty Lampkin, Thomasville, Ga., will
begin
FILM, FLASN CUBES,
executive assistant with the working this week.
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Kentucky Film Commission,
The survey is being made in
Artcroft Studios
was instrumental in showing conjunction
with the state's
113$,. 12th 753-003S
Elkton and the surrounding crisis relocation plan and will
Fre* Perkins at Neer Door
area to Sherman.
identify structures suitable as
protection from nuclear blast,
fire, and radioactive fallout.
Buildings that might be used
as mass shelters will also be
The Krey
identified by the team. '
Schneider said that he will
work with' local DES, civil
defense, and other emergency
iireparedile-ss officials in-the
Should Have Read 12 oz. Pkg.
program. He noted that
government buildings,
in
schools, and industrial
structures
are
most
Advertisement in the Wednesday
frequently considered as
Murray Ledger and Times
possible shelters.

you, but" for some 20 refund the donors' money.
donate funds for matching
organizations throughout
"This meant." Lewis said. purposes•tO the state on their
Kentucky. it did. Com- "that organizotions that had behalf.
missioner Jack C. Lewis, donated money on behalf of
The state will then award
Bureau foleSocial Services, das care centers throughout the necessary funds for the
Department for Human the state were no longer day care centers, if funds are
Resources IDHR1. performed needed to do this."
available.
that pleasant task.
•• ilstsrotor-e-. -theinoneHhat- "Wea-r-ppleased that we can
Commissioner Lewis ex- had already been donated do this," said Commissioner
plains that this was made could be returned to these Lewis. "In the future. these
possible when the Li.. S. organizations. We are happy organizations will be asked to
Congress passed an amend- that the additional funds made make more contributions, and
inent i Pl. 94-401 to the Social this possible:. says the any way that we- can let then
Security Act. As a result. commissioner.
know that their support is
Kentucky
Day care centers operate appreciated, we intend to do
additional and "totally unex- throughout Kentucky. Some so,"
pected 106 per cent federally are privately owned, some
funded grant of 83,176,000." public: and still others are PEANUTS
Commissioner Lew is operated
ISN'T
non-profit
by
recommended and Secretary organizations. These centers
THIS GREAT
.
-Peter Conn concurred - -that-..dere„tt uporrstate funds.
this new. federal money be
However, before the state
used to replace money which commits funds to these cenhad been donated to the state ters. they must either be able
as matching funds for Child to snatch the state funds or
Day Care Programs, thus find an organization that will
making it possible for DHR to

1 Lea

DEVELOPING
lou

OOPS!
Wieners

594

Parker's Super Market

Evans and Novak

They Uncover What
The Politicians Want
To Cover Up

i-s..ef to Wednesday P..azie
, ; 11!

mountain on 11 Unwanted

WE'RE REAL CADDiE5,
AND WE'RE OUT IN THE
FREsH AIR AND WE'RE
EARNING MONEY_

REA'
,

plant
Eci
16 K ind of
ATS
cheese
E
L E
18 Actual
1 5 Blgef
,195
I .9
17 Baby s bed 22 Runs easily
S
A
23 Substance
19 Was
24 Novelty
mistairen
25 Ventilate
"l
ailkl
20 Finished
CITSENT
27 M'an's
23
1 Spoken
n19k na me
A
ctured
29 So e m n
21 Distant
wonder
26 Pattern
30 Church
28 Knock
I CAN'T\ 7
, 140U
40 Style of
bench
16 Prefix tar
31 Three-toed
writing
47 Gaelic
35 Longs for
sloth
GOON, ' WHAT?
42
Manservant
49
36
Vessels
Female
32 Vessel
43 Walk
SIR...
37 Be defeated
sheep
33 Pronoun
44 Pn,4pme
3801 neither
50 Damp
34 Arid
Moslem
epositon
see
53
P
313 Pertaining
I
to
2 3 4 7..:-7.
7.:4 9 IC. II
, r
.,
punishment
,:•:':
. :
38 Recent
52
14
4:::::1 h )
39 Epic poetry
41 Affection
-.-. • I 7 18
Is
i6
.1
43 Sting
.• ..-.- •' -45 Fry quickly
19
in hot tat
5.25
48 Musionar
.•.., .•••..
....
50..Ele in
.•.•. .
i'••:•miie-kturmoil
24 25
r•.*.16
2,
'-:-:?k'
.. 4°
51 Sea eagles
- .. .
THINK '
I VE
$2 Sorrow
31
"
3)
54 Morays
:10.
"••••• '''
• .
:'.
.'
.
RUN INTO A
,---..----6:•416::,,-..,...
..i...?:-.1-:• ,
,
:4 - 55 Attitude
35 .'• •• 36
34
TREE OR
56 Newt
57 Woody plant
•
.•.`.7'...7,39 40
42
. OMETHING..
S
.
.
DOWN
;•:•:: ....:•;.
:......`::'. . 45
I Masculine
IJ
46 17
II
•:.:: :::77:::
2 Winglike
3 Fright
49 .'.'. 50
48
4 Ardent
:.:
.
5 Title of
• 5
51
:',.
4
respect
•
•
.
'044*
6 Hypothetical
.• . , 5,
55
• .., 56
force
•
7 Mocassin
lii ir i. United
Crete

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Pursuant to the
provisions of Kentucky Revised Statute
337.522, I, or my
authorized agent, will
on July 6, 1977, commencing on or about
10:00 a.m. (CDT), in
tbP Kentucky Depart:
ment of Labor Conference Room, Roblyn
Building, 657-A Lone
Oak Road, Paducah,
Kentucky, hold a
hearing to Consider-a
revision
of
the
prevailing wage rates
for laborers, workmen
and
mechanics
engaged in construction of public
works projects in a
locality consisting of
the following counties:
BALLARD, CALDWELL, CALLOWAY,
CAR!
F, CHRISTIAN, CRITTENDEN,
FULTON, GRAVES,
HICKMAN, LIVINGSTON, LYON, MARSHALL,
MCCRACKEN, and
TRIGG. This locality
shall be referred to as
Locality N 1. Evidence
relating to wages paid
BUILDING,
on
HEAVY, HIGHWAY,
and RFSIDENTIAL
construction projects
will be accepted at this
hearing. At this time,
evidence relating to
fringe
benefits
provided . through
irrevocable agreements between employers and employees
shall be conaiderec$ in
establishing
a
prevailing rate of
wages. A,11 interested
persons desiring to
present evidence or offer testimony on this
date are invited to attend the hearing.
James R. Yocom,
Commissioner Kentucky
Department of Libor.

Crossword Puzzler
8 Remain
erect
9 Ciimbing
device
10 Heraldic
bearing

2 Notice

tt

LEGAL
NOTICE

Students To
Work In' •
Local Area • -

ACROSS
1 Partner
5 Soak up
8 Sluggish
12 Appellation
13 of Athena

Classified

ELr>i,c
weed

I

All display ads,
c:assified displays
and regular cbseday,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
_ All
reader
classifieds must be
-aubmittad-by--1-2-noon- the day before*
publication.

If You
Need Them:
fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital

753 1441
153 1611
753-6952
753-9332

11110918C1

753-5131

Humane Society
753-3994
Compreltenute
Care
Poison (ono&
Seiner Citizens
Needline
learn 10 Read

7534622
753-7538
753-0919
753MR
753 1283

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger St
Times
BETHEL CEMETERY.
Donations needed for
mowing
Bethel
Cemetery. Send- contributions to Janet
Rowland, c-o Robert
Rowland, Route 1, Box.
266, Abno, Ky.
_
FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

0,977 Un1114A Iivalur• Sy.0,cal•

PAIIAKE
NOOSE

PERKINS

IS NOW OPEN

MIDNIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.
UNTIL

BEATLE BAILEY
You've BEEN
MORNINZ-, ZERO,/
45 Ti-IAT ALL
•100 5CRAPEP

&E.S.
r-

\ vs -r

.]

ALL Ti-liiM65 CON5IDEREp
I Ti401J&r-Ilit2 D'C'REAL OOP

SACZ%Se

LJP;

Nara

"xecf-4:

L-13

THE PHANTOM
1-41,
PIPING rweu THE JUNGLE PAY
AFTER OAIY, waif THE oRiio PUSHERS...

YOUR ANCESTORS

RA/PEP THI5 JUNGLE
FOR LIVING SACRIFICE
VICTIMS. . THEN FOR
SLAVES

NE KNOW

NOTHING
OF SUCH
THINGS.

NOW THAT )OU'RE "RESPECTABLE"
_44
DRUG PUSHERS, YOU VVANT
TO FORGET THE PAST.
HE'S
"•IIV GETTi NG
O.• CARELESS
WATCH FOR

A CHANCE

-JESUS STATED in Mark
7:6, 7 and 9. "Well hath
Esaias prophesied of
you hyprocrites, as it is
written, This people
honoreth me- with their
lies, but their heart is
far from me. Howbeit in
vain do they worship
me, teaching for doctrines
the
commandments of men. Full
well ye reject the
commandments of God,
that ye may keep your
own tradition." For
further
information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.

SALE
"There are no armchairs in this office. We believe in getting out of the
armchair and onto the shoe leather," explain Rowland Evansand Robert
Novak.
This aggressive spirit makes their column,"Inside RePort," one of
the most
respected political columns in the country.
That's why The Murray Ledger & Times is pleased to announce that this
highly respected column will soon begin appearing frequently on the Opinion
Page of this newspaper.
Evans and Novak are concerned with what's happening now, who's doing it.
and what the implications are. Their gutsy writing and ret;earch sheds
light on
the secret deals in Washington and uncovers the covered-up:- They do their homework, cultivate their sources and get the facts. . .
what
readers want and should know about their government. Watch for their debut
in
this newspaper soon.

Summer Clothes
Must Go!
To Moho ROOM
for Fell
Merrliendis•

Arriving Soon!

BLO N DIE
S

Ol<AY, r)0.

C,;"; NiG
ERE' •-j

SPEAK iN'TC THE
PH1CNE

•

Mb-

426

LI1 ABNER
(Love
ooxiNG-

THERE ALM AYS WHAT THE GURU 1
TI-4E CHAt-/CE
mr,64.is 15-1HI5
THAT SOlvIEL•T',.E' IsN'ra
COULD -1-44'14-r
ITS A
MASSACRE TrGer I-kiRrr

NES RIGI-Irr- WAk.;7
TO
I'VF SEEI\ITHE
L I GHTT- CA
FOLLOW
HIM,
GOK.16 TO
•
TbOr!HIM

WAS JUST C-Oft.40
TO SHOOT A L 11.
POOt-,15 ALL-

•
-200
40,

Iii

got

1.#

oe Youth Shop
504 Mein

Behind Pooplors Mel.)

SHE A/Ak.-E, DA•SY
BA24

BELTONE

1(.t• ‘to,

r
iot/tiv.

Call 753-1916
To Begin Your Subscription

MARC'ffk S DCG S SIC.< A^.7

C,

The behind-the scenes reporting of Evans and Novak
Is only one of the many reasons why every home
in the Calloway County area should get

Murieray Ledger 8r Times

•

J.

-N

FA CTOY
R

fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug StOre.!Murray, Ks •
Call 753-1272
_
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINF:.
753-6333. "
_
FREE 1.1.xsONS Learn
needlepoint, crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters,
$2 98 Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows. South 16th St
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.

•.
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6. Help Wanted

2 Notice

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop. Open 8-1 Monday
and Tuesday. Closed
Wednesday. ThursdaySaturday 8-3. Hair cut
$1.35. Shave $1.00.

GO WITH
I PENNTRILE TOURS
TO MACKINAC
ISLAND
August 18-29. $280 includes transportation
and lodging with . 3
meals- at the Grand
Hotel, home of famous
longest porch in the
world. Travel to South
Bend, Ind. then to
Holland, Mich. Visit a
Dutch Village, travel
to Grand Rapids and
then to Traverse Bay.
Travel to Mackinac
straight and stay at
famous Grand Hotel.
Step in history while
you explore the Island
drawn
by
horse
carriages. (No motor
vehicle allowed on the
'Island.) To Salute
Sainte Marie to see
Soo
Locks.
Into
Wisconsin to Green
Bay. Travel through
Wisconsin Dells, then
to Chicago to Terre
, Haute and home.
' Call Ruth Blackwood,
Representative,
Tour
753-3934 or 753-2827.
5 Lost And Found
LOST SMALL black and
tan coon dog. Wearing
collar. Lost in Sinking
Springs Community.
Call 435-4461
6. Help Wanted
FULL TIME permanent
- office - position
in
• Murray. Pleasant
working conditions with
excellent fringe
benefits.
Shorthand
preferred. Send resume
to Box 574.
NEW BUSINESS needing
. managers. Part or full
-time. No experience
.necessary.
Married
r couple preferred. For
appointment call 753'. 0687.
flADDRESSERS WAN:: TED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - no experience necessary excellent pay. Write
".7 American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX. 75231.

PART TIME experiencq
bookkeeper. 15 hours
per week. For more
information
contact
Senior Citizens office,
753-0929. Submit applications to Senior
Citizens Office, 205
South 7th. Deadline June
24, 1977.
MALE HELP WANTED
afternoons only. Must be
over 21 years of age.
Four to 5 hours per day.
we_ days ..per.„_ week.
Must be reliable and
responsible. Call 7534652.
FULL TIME babysitter.
Needed for infant. Start
August or early September. Must be reliable
responsible person. Call
753-5717.
18-20 YEAR OLD with
dependable car to do
summer solicitation in
West Ky. No experience
necessary. High commission with liberal
expense account. Send
name, age and phone
number to Rick Orr,
P.O. Box 325, Murray,
Ky.
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South nokota
57437 •

Own Your
Own
Business
Area Distributor for Rand McNally Maps. No selling. Service pre-established accounts.
Investment 82,500 to 412,500
secured by inventory and
equipment. Write, Include
name, address, telephone and
3 ref. to Personnel Director,
NAMCO, 3928 Montzliar Rd.,
Birmingham, AL 35213, or call
collect(20518704228.

MONEY TO LEND. Six
per cent simple interest
on large farm or
business loans. Also has
signature loans to
$25,000. Call 502-885-1795
between 5 p.m. and 11
Greenfield
p.m.
Associates, 111 Easy
Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
42240.

Call For Pickup and Delivery Service at
753-8951 Rogers Service Center
4tb & Chestnut
•Ges and cia •Mistor
Service
& pipes •All wirier repair.
Compact and Foreign Cars Wiploweel
Tom Jones, Expert Mechanic
W.H. Rogers, Manager

9 ACRE FARM - Located approximately 2
miles east of Dexter on Highway 1346. The
property consist of a very nice 4 bedroom house
that is in immaculate condition, living room, kitchen with nearly new dishwasher, den, and large
utility room. 20-25 acres is open land with good
perimeter fence, pond and spring fed creeks.
Outbuildings are useable with a good 30 x 60 tool
shed. CALL 753-6434 FOR YOU APPOINTMENT.
147 ACRE FARM - Located 3 miles north of
Kirksey near Highway 80. Approximately 100
acres are open and could be row-cropped or
pastured. Additional acreage could be brought
under cultivation with a little dozer work. Good
perimeter fence and stock water. Priced at $783
per acre. Owner financing available. CALL 7536434.
72 ACRES - Ps miles south of Brewers and in
the edge of Calloway County. 23 acres of good
bottom land and the remainder on the hill with
some open areas. Good roads are on 2 sides of
property and there are several good building
sites. Priced at $600 per acre. Owner financing
available.
Contact:

Morgart, Trevathan,
and Gunn, Inc.
108 East 12th Street
Banton, Kentucky 42025
527-3242 or 753-8434

10 Business Opportunity

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS

15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also
buy used air conditioners Dill Electric,
753-9109 or 753-1551.

15 Articles For Sale
ANTIQUE WALNUT
large
organ, two
oriental rugs. All wool.
Call 751-8515 after 4 on
Wednesday, or 395-4290
Thursday
and
on
Friday.

20 Sports Equipment
24 INCH 10 speed bike.
Excellent condition. One
year old. $40. Call 7534763.

310 311,

27.Mobile Home Sales
12 x 24 will make good
storage building $550.
Call 489-2595.
4-8 WIDE, one bedroom
trailer for sale. Ideal for
lake. Call 436-2306.

1973 28' HARRIS pontoon
Worldwide Fabrics is
flote-bote, camper kit
interested in opening a
included. 120 h.p. 10.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
fabric store in the
USED AIR conditioner.
Excellent condition. Call
Murray - Mayfield 753-7836.
Call
$85.
753-8251.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Paducah area of
FOR SALE: Rex Rotary
See Brandon Dill at Dills
Western Ky. This is a
axle
3
DUTY
HEAVY
D-280 copy machine.
1972 MARK TWAIN 16 Ft.
Trailer Court.
once In a lifetime opexhaust
foot
trailer, 3
$125. Call 753-64 M. W.
tri hull 115 h.p. Mercury.
portunity for that perfan, 71-i horse power
F. days.
Excellent condition. Call MOBILE HOMES and
son who has been
outboard motor. Call
753-2228.
mobile home spaces for
dreaming of owning
436-2261.
-S. rent, at- Riviera -Mull:
and/or managing' k. -MEAN CARPETS- the
14' ALUMINUM fishing
Call 753-3280.
save and safe way with
fabric store. We will
VIOLETS
that
AFRICAN
boat with 91
/
2 h.p.
Blue
Lustre. Rent
assist you in all aspecApartments For Rent
bloom green and white.
Evinrude,$450. Big deep 32
ts of fabric retailing to
electric shampooer. Big
St.,
Poplar
1401
sale.
For
16'
fiberglass boat, $75. NICE
include product selecK, Bel Aire Shopping
FURNISHED
Benton,
10' plywood hydroplane,
tion merchandising,
Center.
apartment, inquire at
advertising, financing
$25. Call 436-5570.
Kellys Pest Control, 100
SIX H.P Craftsman
and we will also use
South 13th.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
runs
lawnmower,
riding
our Real Estate people
4 ply polyester, white
good and looks good.
in
securing
and
36 For Rent Or Lease
wall, premium grade,
New 17' Astregiess Bea
$125. Call 474-2317 after 6
adequate location. For
literary.
Frilly
boa,
115
12-32 tread depth.
p.m.
FOR RENT OR'LEASE,
additional information
ripped with ante= trailer.
A78x13", $16.06 plus
retail store building on
call 606-679-4486 or
Cell 753-4424 er 753-3432.
$1.74
FE
Tax,
E78x14",
NOW.
AVAILABLE
south side court square
write to Worldwide
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
Urethane foam. All
Fabrics,
Correll
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
F78x14", $20.15 plus
Building, Sonunerset,
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247sizes, all densities. Cut
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
Ky. 42051.
2833
to your specs. West Ky.
22 Musical
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60,
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
41•111=111ft
Pets Supplies
38
and
FE Tax, H78x15"-, $23.32
BALDWIN PIANOS
Avenue. 753-6767'.
12 Insurance
plus $2.85 ,FE Tax,
organs. Rent to pur- REGISTERED ST.
I.78x15", $28.T6 plus
16 Home Furnishings
chase plan. Lonardo
Bernard puppies for
$3.13 FEtax. Wide ones
Piano Company, across
Call 1-901-642-8075.
sale.
$30.
CHAIR,
COUCH AND
with raised white letfrom Post Office, Paris,
Call 474-2357 after 5 p.
ters, G70x14" or 15",
Tennessee.
AKC WHITE German
m.
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
Shepherds. Six weeks
Acrosonic
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
BALDWIN
old. Call 554-1591.
AUTOMATIC dishplus $3.08 FE Tax,
piano for sale. $500. Call
Time to think
753Call
PO
washer.
1.60x14" or 15", $33.85
436-2117.
FOR SALE Siamese
about tobacco
3704
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
kittens. Call 436-5856.
crop hail
:Truck tires - Hi way
PIANOS
CONRAD'S
GOLD VINYL platform
insurance
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
AKC REGISTERED
Organs, Kimball and
rocker, desk, dinette set,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
miniature Poodle. Gray.
Lowery-Story
Baldwin,
mattress,
spring and
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
stud service. Call
Largest
For
Clark.
and
humidifier. bookcases.
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
498-8370 after 3 p.m.
selection in Western
753-2727.
Call
H78x15" $31.13 plus
753-1424,
Kentucky,
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
Qlympie Plaza, Murray, SILVER
COLOR
leaf
DROP
SALE
'FOR
type, 700x15", $28.04
Ky.
Pekingese. Best offer.
dining table. Four
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
Call 4354371.
chairs, limed oak finish.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
24 Miscellaneous
Excellent condition. $65.
plus
$3.95
FE
Tax,
505 Main SI
CUSTOM MATTRESS AKC REGISTERED
Call 753-1513.
1,78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
753-5842
Shepherd
made any size for anGerman
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
tique beds or campers.
puppies. Six weeks old.
USED ItIGIDAIRE,
Prices good
while
Buy direct and save on
15,000
LT air conFemale, $50. Male $65.
present stock lasts.
all
ditioner. Call 753-4918 or
Call 753-3938.
mattresses,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
753-6798.
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant MINIATURE
LARGE TABLE saw. Call
SCHNAUZER male and
gallery of furniture,
OLD WOODEN BE
436-2652 after 5.
female salt and pepper.
0.
Bamboo, Wicker and
$125, Old table,
Brass. WISES WEST
AKC registered. Call
Refinished, ready ! to
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to
753-3579.
KY. MATTRESS AND
use. 1609 College Farm
clean
rugs
and
Rd. Cone and see. '
FURNITURE
1136
upholstery with blue
South 3rd, Paducah. AKC
MINIATURE
Lustre. Rent electric
ONE GREEN
vinyl
Phone 1443-7323.
Schnauzer. Call 435-4481.
shampooer. Western
recliner. $35. Call 753Auto, home of -Wishing
39 Poultry Supplies
26 TV Radio
6430.
Well Gift Shop."
14 WHITE LEGONE hens
BLACK AND white T.V.
and 1 rooster. For sale.
36" ELECTRIC Stove, TRAILER BED, $20. Call
Very good condition.
753-2467 after 4 p.m.
Changing breed. Phone
$35. Call 753-5352.
Call 753-8103.
498-8476.
ANTIQUE DRESSERS, GAS COOKING stove,
FENDER
refrigerator. T. V. and
HENS FOR SALE Call
chifferobe and trunk,
STRATICASTER, $300.
T. V. chair. Also other
474-2361.
excellent condition. Call
Fender jazz bass, $250.
items. Call 753-3867.
489-2166.
Woodson bass amp,
41 Public Sales
$450 Call 753-6666 ask
14. Want To Buy
FOUR PARTY Yard
SPRING SPECIAL BROYHILL EARLY
for Mark.
American sofa and
PAINT SALE. Hanna
Sale. June 25th on HighUSED SEWING machine
condition.
chair,
good
first quality latex Satin
way 299 in Kirksey. 8
in good condition, must
Call 753-6803 after 4:30 AM-FM stereo, radio and
p.m. until dark. Set of
Sheen, regular $8.25,
have zig zag atWith
player.
8
track
tape
pin
sale $6.00 per gallon.
four imported rugs, 25"
tachment. Call 753-2950.
2 speakers and 2 light
console TV., golf clubs,
Hanna semi-gloss
753-0377.
Call
organs.
Blair, new and old
enamel regular, $10. USED WASHER, $200.
LAST CALL featherbeds.
Six months old. Used
clothes, furdishes,
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Top price paid. Call 753dryer, $25. Call 436-2305. BALANCE DUE on 25"
niture, and other items.
Murray
7462 after 5 p.m.
Lumber
color T.V. or small
Company, 753-3161.
19 Farm Equipment
monthly payments. J
YARD SALE Thursday
GOOD USED Harvest
Music
B
and
19,000
and Friday afternoon.
BTU
New
G.
1965
DIESEL.
E.
CASE
air
Must
refrigerator.
Gold
Magnavox, 753-7575.
Starting at 1 p.m. 301
condition. $100. Call 753clutch, new front tires.
be frost-free. Also
8538.
South 6th. Sewing
Very good condition.
bedrpom chest. Call 437SONY TC 580 reel to reel,
machine, room divider,
Call
436-2538.
4544.
Many
deck.
tape
BABY SWING, walker,
3 chest, antique living
bargain.
features. Real
car seat and baby NEW IDEA 2 row corn
room suite, bassinet,
WOULD LIKE to buy
Call 753-0239.
lots of nice clothes.
clothes.
Call
Like
sheller
type.
753-8695.
Pull
registered wire haired
I
21. Mobile Home Sales
new. Call 753-2276 after 6
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
PARTY
Yard Sale,
TWO
p.m.
NEW SOUND CAMERA
753-5669.
1973 VNDALE 12 x 65
Friday and Saturday, 8
and projector. All
with 7 x 14 expand()
15. Articles For Sale
a.m. -? Go 3 miles from
FOR Ali YOUR fencing
equipment for home.
living
room and 3 x 8 tip
Murray on 94 East, to
Fence
AAA
needs. Call
Sound movies. Kodak
SALE - AIR ConOut in bedroom. Comhighway 280. Go to first
Sippl). Co., 1-444-6865,
camera. Bell and
ditioners. While they
pletely furnished and
gravel road past East
Paducah, Ky.
last all deluxe models
Howell projector. New
carpeted. Also utility
Elementary School, turn
with variable speed
used tiwce. $200. Call
20 Sports Equipment
shed, air conditioned
left and follow signs.
fans, 9 position ther753-7765.
and underpinned. See at
mostat,
5
year
Wilson
GOLF CLUBS 258 Riviera Ct.
YARD SALE - Saturday,
guarantee on com- REMINGTON 25 electric
X31. Used one summer,
June 25, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
pressor, 6,000 BTU,
typewriter. Just like
2-9,
Irons
just like new.
12 x 64 1973 Giennbrook
Three miles Northeast
$169.95, 10.000 BTU,
new. Make offer. Call
also sand wedge and
with 8 ft. x 10 frtip out in
of Murray, take 94 east
753-8200.
$239.95, 17,000 BTU,
putter Woods 1-4 plus
the living room. Two
to Van Cleve Road. Then
$319.95, 20,000 BTU
2
and
covers and bag
bedroom and 134 bath,
left on Bethel Church
$329.95. Wallin Hard- LARGE TAME plums.
wheel bag boy cart.
throughout,
carpet
Road,left on first gravel
ware, Paris, Tenn.
Call 753-4725.
Call 753- 8200.
central air and gas heat,
road. Watch for signs.
patio with roof and new.
Desk, T. V., chair work
Located 2 miles off
tables, portable organ,
BICYCLE,_
WATER
Backusburg Highway on
household
clothing,
aI uminum floats 10 ft.
a shady 2013x 160 lot. Call
items. Call 753-4160.
lolg Two passenger,
753-6916.
double pedal. Factory
FOUR PARTY Carport
436111"dc $200. Call
and
Friday
1975 TWO BEDROOM all
Sale.
5431
Saturday. Highway 121
electric, like new.
-Bargain priced. See at
North. Seven miles out
LADIES 26" 5 speed
Murray. First house
Riviera
Courts
or
of
call
Columbia bicycle. Call
p53-3280.
on right after Coldwater
753-9404.
Bottom. Miscellaneous
with lots of clothes for
BEAUTIFUL MOBILE
LOOKS LITTLE,
700 REMINGTON BM,
school age children.
home near lake with
ACTS BIG
2506, ItCBS reloader and
60x10 wrought iron
equipment. 1973 model
little in price, big in space and roominess. Well mainFIVE PARTY rummage
canopy porch, also
baths,
tained 3 bedroom brick, 6 ciosets plus pantry,
jon boat and trailer. 1974
sale-Saturday, June 25.
storm shelter
concrete
floored attic, nice shady lot. Don't delay.. price in 20's.
20 h.p Mercury motor.
8 until 4. 641 South,
and metal storage
Call between 8 a.m. - 3
753-1492
Jones Brothers Body
building. Call for details
Woodmen Buildn's
pro 437-4331.
Shop, side entrance.
Fulton Young Realty,
After Hours:
Antique radio, CB base
753-7333 or 753-4946.
Loretta lobs - 71-6079
16 FT. STARCRAFT
station, glassware,
,
- Helen Spann. 713-8579
travel trailer, sleeps 6.
clothes, and much more
FOR SALE or for rent Bill Payne - 754-9794
Fully self contained.
too numerous to men1973 12 x 65 mobile home
Call 753-1202.
tion.
on lake. Call 436-2625.

Think

Joe Sledd
Agency

41. Public Sales

41. Public Sales

YARD SALE -Saturday,
June 25, Also Rat
Terrier puppies, $10425.
Go out 641 North to end
of 4 lane th,ene follow
signs.

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
'Lots of books, toys,
clothes,"baby equipment. Five miles North
of Murray on Highway
641. Fourth house on
left, after 4 lane ends.

MOVING SALE. Baby
bassinet, baby items,
antique mirror and
library table, lamps,
rocking chair, bar with
stools, desk, yellow
dining room suit and
miscellaneous. SaturLlay....2-.5.. 1211_ Mimosa
Lane?. Phone 753-6156.

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, June 24 and
25. 808 Sunny Lane.
Dishes,
kitchenware,
toys, clothes, and many
good
miscellaneous
items.
YARD SALE, 1'2 mile
north of Stella on 121. 24,
25 and 26th. Typewriter,
9 x 12 oval rug.
Glassware
and
miscellaneous.
CARPORT SALE, 108
South 13th. Saturday,
June 25, 7 until ?
Clothing, lawn mowers,
potted plants and many
other items.

YARD SALE Saturday
June 25, 9 a.m. - ? 711
Sycamore St. Yard
swing, chairs, clothes
and shoes, books, old
dated Readers Digest.
Candles, and other
miscellaneous
items.
WILLOW FURNITURE
Sale. 10-15 per cent off
regular price. 41.2 miles
East of Murray on Highway 94.

YARD SALE, 25" RCA
TV in very gial condition. A good piano just
been tuned. Almost new
tricycle, small child size
yard swing, summer
and winter clothes, to_y_s,
ibme
kitchen
accessories, QV. 253
Riviera Ct. On Thursday
afternoon
23r< on
Friday 24th all day. Call
753-5519.
AUCTION
SALE.
Saturday night June 25.
6:30. Don't miss this
one!
Julie's
Used
Furniture located Joe
Beadles former Auction
House, Fulton Highway.
Now
taking
consignments. Call 247-0166.
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BIG THREE family yard
sale.
June
25-26,
Saturday-Sunday. Five
miles from Murray on
121 Fast at Cherry
Corner. Watch for sign.

MI

YARD SALE, 510 South
6th, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday, 9-5. Old
wooding carving tools,
pair of old vases
(Czesho-Slovak Amphore). 5 pieces of
carnival glass, pony
head,
good
luck,
peacock at urn, vintage
rOP.A bowl, vaSe" with
imperial marking.
large old piece a
tapestry. Lots and lots of
other items.

1

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
.:Stone Setting
Prompt Service

7

e.

TI

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S. 4th

1

Notice
"Sealed bids will be received at the Office
of the Calloway County Board of
Education, College Farm Road until 3:00
p.m. on Friday, July 1, 1977,for furnishing
food, cleaning and paper supplies to the
cafeterias of the Calloway County Schools
and the Murray Independent Schools. Bid
forms may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education office or will be
mailed upon request.

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

New Listing
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick home just 5 years
old with basement. Central heat and air. Den
with fireplace. Appliances included.

LOOKING FOR A
LAKEFRONT NOME?
We have it! Just12 miles from Murray. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick has large family room
with woodburning fireplace. Upuer and lower
level patio. Lakeside has six largii th(irinopate
sliding glass doors.
DON-AID R TUCKER A Full SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM

502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Protessronor

Salespeople to s:ervg

you

• NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
. . 436 5676
Chuck Shuffett
..
. 753450
Patricia Miller
753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.
753 1930
Member MIA bomb Sense and Harrell (alioaar Board oi Realtors

PAW 15 Mt RUMMY,Ry., LWOW IL 11111D, luur.Ouy, J10110 43,
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03 Real Estate

THKEk; PARTY Yard JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
Sale,
901
Johnny
21:: acres located apRobertson road. Highproximately 4 miles
way 1660. Up to 5.99
from Murray. Lovely
yard. Material $1.00 plants - books - etc.. yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
Saturday, June 25th 8-?
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced
STUDENT'S
LPN
to sell fast at only
Rummage Sale - A little
$32,000. Phone Kopperud
of Everything - very
Realty, 753-1222 for
inexpensive. Saturday
more information on
morning 25th,starts 7:00
this choice listing.
a.m. - all afternoon at
the American Legion
MOBILE HOME with
_Hall. Ever_yang._
F1orrdaroom
Welcome!
overlooking lake with
beautiful view located or
SIX PARTY Carport
two wooded lots. We also
Sale. 503 Poplari Street.
have a "mushroom"
Formerly lovei Studio.
designed to fit a rugged
Trolling motor, french
site. Ideal for beach
telephone, electrie crock
house. Call Loretta Jobs
pot, sectional sofa and
Realtors at 753-1492.
miscellaneous
items.
Friday
8-5.
from
NICE 5 acre building lot,
Saturday 8-12.
about 7 miles East of
Murray, and 7 miles
43 Real Estate
West of Ky. Lake. 500
yards off Highway 94 on
CORNER LOT, 110 x 120
Road.
Clyde
Hale
from
blocks
three
Galloway
$15,000.
University. $5,500. Call
Realty, 505 Main Street.
753-0089.
Phone 753-5842.
MR. L'S Restaurant LARGE 2 story frame
located at 16th and
home. 5 bedrooms,
Olive. Includes all
2 baths ... nicely
equipment, much of it
decorated. Near
new. Has new electric
schools. Call 753-1492
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
today and make an
good business. Mr.
appointment to see this
Lyon's health is bad and
home. LORETTA JOBS
doctor has ordered him
REALTORS.
to quit work, so a real
bargain can be bought. BEAUTIFUL WOODED
Call us for appointment.
LOT for sale on Hickory
We have a list of all
Drive. One of a few
equipment. Guy Spann
remaining wooded lots
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
within the city limits of
753-7724.
Murray. Price justreduced to $5,900. Call
REALTORS
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for courteous
and competent Real
Estate Service.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051

THREE
BEDROOM
home in nice neighborhood near university.
Roomy- home with
central heating and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
franklin fireplace,
lovely landscaping and
located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service
to you.

APPROXIMATELY
NINE choice acres of
water front property
located on Cypress
Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake. This
fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 7530101 or 753-7531.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
702 Soo* Mb Shoot
Moos 753-3243

You Won't Believe This
Attic to Basement

4-Party Patio Sale
Clothing - children and adults, hundreds of articles, ass't. used furniture,
8-tract car stereo, Gla-ss and hardware.
804 Sycamore
Hours Friday 10-S Sat. 9-1

East Side
Small Engine Repair
Highway 94 East.
New hours of operation designed for the
working man.
Tuesday-Saturday,
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Monday
New Owner - Tom Reagan •

BLE
Sears REMARKA
LOW PRICES
$179.95
WASHER, heavy duty, 14" wd
$124.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles
SEWING MACHINE, zig zag and dial to sew $66.95
$36.96
VACUUM CLEANER, upright
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter . . $179.95
$129.95
RANGE, electric, 30" counter unit
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. It
v $189.15
$134.00
AIR CONDITIONER, window type
$179.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cy. ft
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section
$229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with track tape . . . 8188.00
6241.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning
S77.95
TV B&W, quick sled tube
soahsid.shopping
Center
Sears
7'43 2310

319° X 310

43 Real Estate

46 Homes For Sale

FOR SALE TAYLOR
STORE, 8 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-9964.

COMMERCIAL Property
on Highway 121 west,
one mile from /Hurray
City limits. 758 ft.
frontage; 400 ft. deep.
Will sell in one tract or
divide in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
400 ft. Two lots 100 x 160
ft. Corner lot 158 x 200.
This property is priced
to sell. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, or 7534946.
GROCERY STORE and
restaurant with or
without 3 bedroom
double wide mobile
home on Highway 121
South, 4 miles from
Murray. This store is
doing a very good
business also good gas
business plus rented
apartment above store.
This place has plenty of
room for expansion.
Priced to sell. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
753-4946.
GET
READY
For
Beautiful
Country
Living - See this
quality, spacious 3
bedroom brick veneer
home with entry foyer,
formal living room,
large den with fireplace,
2 baths, central electric
heat and air. Large
double garage with
storage. Situated on two
acres only 3 miles west
of city just off Hwy. 94
West on blacktop road.
Call or come by, 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.

EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, like
new, 2 baths with central electric heat and
air. Beautiful fireplace
in family room. Lots of
closets and storage
room. Large lot with
woods on back boundary
line. Country living
almost in town, city
water. Also new out
building with electricity.
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333 or 753-4946.
ALL THIS ONE NEEDS
is a little TLC from an
owner who loves it.
Three bedroom frame
home with electric heat
and carpeting. Also nice
4 car clean-up shop, only
minutes from Murray.
Low 20's. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 South 4th,
753-5646, after hours 7537249.
TWENTY OR THIRTY
acre farm located near
Him just off highway 94
east on Palestine Road.
Good steel post fence
and pond ideal for
cattle. Priced at $700 per
acre. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or 7534946.
44 lots For Sale
LARGE
WOODED
waterfront lot. On Blood
River Bay. Call 436-2427.
CHOICE LOIS Fairview
Acres, Lynnwood
Estates, Meadow Green
Acres, Baywood Vista,
Panorama
Shores,
Wiswell Estate, and on
Johnny Robertson Road.
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333 or 753-4546.
FOR SALE - Panorama
Shores. 100' x 120'. Near
water. $1000. City water.
Perfect for lake home.
Call 753-5717.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom.
'404 South 10th. Call 7535076.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Twostory brick; bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely
trees and lawn, garden.
By appointment only.
Call 75.3-0423.

SPACIOUS HOME adjoining University.
Excellent for home,
rental or day care
center. Under $30,000.
- Call 753-9799.
HAZEL, NICE frame
house with new paint
and new roof, three
bedrooms
downstairs
and one upstairs, with
extra large lot. Price. in
low teens. Call 492-8417.
CLEAN NEAT 3 bedroom
house, 5 years old. Nice
garden space. Located
on Southwest edge of
town. Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER - new 4
bedroom, 211 bath
house. Just completed.
Deluxe home. Must see
to appreciate. Call 7533903.
2 BEDROOM brick at 809
Waldrop. Pay owners
equity and assume V.A.
loan. Price less than
$25,500. Phone 753-0705
or 753-8391.
OWNER, living city,
quality brick home,
exclusive, extra
features, University
area, opportunity. 913
Waldrop.
HOUSE ON lake, nice 2
bedroom cottage in
Panorama
Shores,
fireplace
den,
in
beautiful view of lalte'?.
Price $22,500. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333
or 753-4946.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord. Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502442-7368.
THREE BEDROOM 2
bath on 2 acres. Large
den with fireplace.
Double garage. Call 7534084.
SPACIOUS
THREE
bedroom brick with 2
baths, family room,
central air and heat,
central vacuum, built in
appliances, large
closets, slate foyer,2 car
garage and large patio
are a few of the
highlights of this 1850 sq.
ft. home priced at
$47,900. Call 753-8432 for
an appointment.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, central heat and
air. $29,900. Call 7536387.
41 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350. Good
condition. $500. Cat! 7530320 or 753-8090.
1972 YAMAHA 350,$250 or
trade for topper for long
wheel base truck. Also
four 950 x 16 mud tires,
$50. Call 753-8915.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT. Posser
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green
Call 527-8273 after 4 00
1971 .GRAND. PKIN.
power steering, 1,04%er
brakes, air, AN1-EM
stereo, tape, excellent
condition. Call 753-4331
CJ5 JEEP 70 model Call
753-0148.
TWO
DOOR
1969
Chevrolet
Impala.
Power steering and
brakes, new tires,
recently overhauled.
Call 753-4828 after 3 p.m.
1969 DODGE,4 door, air,
local car. $675. Call 7534020.
1973 CHEYENNE 10, four
wheel drive, automatic,
power steering, brakes
and air, tilt wheel. In
good condition. Call 4892200.
1964 FORD Fairlane.
Good condition. Call 7538058 after 5.

ELECTRIC. WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoaaluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

INSULATE NOW attics
blown 16 cents sq ft.
low
Walls equally
Finance
priced.
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

1973 VW Super Beetle,
excellent
condition
$1,300. call 753-8635
1973 NOVA, 6 cylinder
automatic. $1375. 1972
Ford Torino, power and
air. $1075. Call 489-2595.
1975 COUGAR XR7, gold
with gold vinyl top
Factory mags and AMFM stereo radio. Before
5, call 753-2814 after 5
call 753-7721.
1968
FORD station
wagon. $400 Call 7537307.
1973 GRAND TORINO
Good condition. Call 4892187.
1975 PINTO wagon, 4
speed, with air. 21,000
miles. Lotal car. $2500
Call 753-8179
1976 FORD MONTEGO,
air, power .tiiering, and
brakes. $28on Call 7536870.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
ROY HARMON FOR
• Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work. Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
PAINTING. best
furnished.
references
Call 753-0076.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

1972 WHITE FORD Pinto
station wagon. Original
owner, 18.500 miles.
Factory air New tire.
Call 753-54:14 before 6
p.m., "53-48: evenings.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioning. Need air
condition
part
on
weekend' We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.

1974 PINT() Squire
wagon. autii-iatic, with
air. $1850 1 ,11; 73-8179.

1974 ZIA 963 Kawasaki.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-247-3299.

1970 FROLR camper 24'.
Good condition. Call 4988397.

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 197E
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-

WHITES r AMPER
SALES loi ated 4 miles
East of \l array, on.
Highway ',1 toward
Kenlake Tiiitti new and
used. Bank financing
available )pen 7 days
per week r ,all 753-0605.

50 Campers

PRoW LER. 17'2
,intained.
Sleeps 6
:54-8065.

1975

foot,

51 Services Offered
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing. heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DOZER. LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
haulin.
and
bushhogging. Free
estimates Call 436-2382.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior, Sheet rock
finishing and dry wall,
10 years experience
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
137-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-81611w 354-8138.
LICENSED _ELECTRICIAN prompt elficient service No Job
too small Call Ernest
White, 753-0605
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
'cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

51 Services Offered

54 Free Column

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing, residential and
commercial. General
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.
smALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading! leveling",
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.
CUSTOM UP4101.,STFRA
of any kind. Phone 7539753.
SIGN PAINTING Call
between 7-10 a.in 753,9998.
MOBILE
COMPLETE
home repair service.
Factory trained, anchors, roofs sealed,
plumbing, parts. Call
753-3309.
WILL DO Babysitting in
my home. Call 753-7254.

RENT IINSENVAC
Na offer "de-r1 yeersalr setheil
dem:tstpets
EASILYSe p0,,..0 Pata..6 parr
not..,a does MI the Root%

EFFECTIVELY-

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, ,and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
I. &

M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs_ For
estimates call 753-1537.

NEED AN EXTRA hand
to haul hay afternoons
and Saturdays" Call 7535621
. •
DOZER WORK Light
(-leaning and grade'
work. Call Ken Dix, 7532329.

leans rmisi and yacuwm
Out dep aoty, 400 irnd
6.4 In a soya twa•P

ECONOMICALLYCUM Mt way
P,00111WAGIS Ow

al
a haci,on at me cost
(Yell SAVE l/O 00

L's 00 Me veto'

-r

Rear far *My 112 00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
INSAe

10.3 net

FREE - Eight week old
male puppy. Part t‘ird
dog. Short white fur with
tan markings. Call 7539496.
FREE KITTENS, white
and grey. White and
black, Housebroken
Call 436-5502.
THREE KITTENS, 10
- week old male. T,wo..ttre
yellow and white and 1
solid white. Call 7533059.
FREE AKC registered
white female Poodle.
Needs good home. Call
753-6413.
FIVE PUPPIES. Six
weeks old. Black. Call
753-6392.
FREE PUPPIES and
kittens. Gentle. Call 4742297.
TWO It: SEAR old
identical mate. half
Cocker Spaniels, good
pets. But must relocate
because
owner
is
moving. Call 753-0444
after 4:30.
WATCHDOGS to a good
home in the country,
long haired medium
sized white adult dog,
one black % Labrador,
II
Irish Setter, 1%
years. Two part German Shepherd pups,
about 5 months, all
male. Three kittens,
yellow tabby, 8 weeks
old, all male. Call 7530804 after 5 p.m.

%vet Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

floored, reedy te osa. Or limy • yete boal fed is,., Coespleto
sod reedy tit assemble ad op to 24aM steward, bet wit precut
em shit ottedod. lbw Hie mg tbs., cams to Cotten Beitt wad
boy Het best tee less.
ON SORT PROTAIRIDdILDINGS 753-0904

Catfish Dinner Specials
Friday and Saturday

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

GLASS WORK, mirrors.
aluminum store fronts.
1972 DATSt N 240Z.
auto class. plexiglass,
Excellent condition
plate. window glass, and
$2650. Can be seen on
glass showcases. M and
corner of 16th and, G Complete Glass,
College Farm Road
Inxieland Center 753Call 753-8649
0180.

1968 CAM %Kb Leeds
work. Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p.m.

CHEVROLET
1973
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior: Radials.
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. C•all 753-0359.

1972 PONTIAC Grand
Safari. Nine passenger
station wagon. $1500
One owner. Call 7539206.

1973 HONDA 750 CC with
extras. $1050. 7,000
miles. Call before 1 p.m
437-4261.

1972 CHEVY C-10 pickup,
manual
shift
and
brakes. 48,000 miles.
Good truck. Call 7539349. Reduced.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

FOR SALE nit TRADE.
1964 Pl!,r1,,Jth, 2 door
753-2670
sedan 1,,
after 4

NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes di steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.

51 Services Offered

1971 DODGE Colt. Two
door,
4
cylinder,
automatic. Runs good.
$350. Call 436-2427.

100 CC Honda trail bike.
Call Ronny Garland
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
753-4641.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services ()tiered

K sad N
Repair
94 East

153-3323

lawn 11111111,11f lad Ma engine
repair. Retteitt Imre aeoirrort,
$25.00 eed op. Siding
aleiners, $1110 awl ep.

GUTTERIING
BY
SEARS, Sear's-seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
-Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

$275 on short order
$300 on large order.

Gallimores
Restaurant
Hazel, Ky.

AT
FENCE SALES
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
If'
need
YOU
a
babysitter. Call 753-6421
my home only, in town.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded riprap delivered
and
placed, free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
75:1-5429 after 4 pin.
or
ss hoe rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545

WILL HAUL LIME

NOTICE
A sewer line is being constructed on Hermitage
Drive north from Greenbrier a distance of 4543
feet. This line will be built by Refund Agreement
under the provisions of Ordinance 631, which
declares the property on the East side of Hermitage Drive as non-participating property. All
the information regarding the project is cecorded in the proper records at the office of Murray
Water and Sewer Systems, 401 Olive Street,
Murray, Kentucky.

UNIQUE HOME
Rustic home only 2 miles from Murray featuring
"Great Room" with large stone fireplace, large
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and paneling throughout.
Sliding glass doors open onto large concrete
patio ideal for summer bar-b-queing. Excellent
home at excellent price.

<KKOPPERUD
REALTYM
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

FREE
Termite

Inspection
Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

HELP WANTED
Manager/Supervisor Trainees
Responsoble ,nchyoduals who or* ,ntereste-1 an o sound
future w,th a 000 grownng company OurstondIng oppor
turnhes for sober
dependable persons mterested ar
personal synn and o rewording car..r Several posahons
open an that area as well as other southern Oates Send
hill return* (Includeng photo II possIble, to
Personnel Director
MARSHALL ENTERPRISES INC
P0 Drawer F ESS
Tuscaloosa AL 35401
Pleos• state an your resume 0 nyodoble for 'rooster
phone rolls please

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
News ~nod w,d iiipsretwil vit. 20 yowl Do not sign any contract
WM job is firisawil

100 South 13th St
Rooctuts Sayer

Phone 753-3914
ond Shrub,

No
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Funerals

Beech Grove Will

Miss Smotherman's

Start Fund For
Cemetery Upkeep

Rites Held Today

The Beech Grove .Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Funeral services for Miss bps voted to establish an
Mary Elaine Smotherman of endowment fund for the
Hazel were held today at perpetual care of the
eleven a. in. at the South cemetery with Bobby Jetton
United and Billy Paul Howard named
Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church ,with the as treasurer and assistant
Rev. Coy Garrett Officiating. treasurer, respectively, for
Pallbearers were Michael the fund. ..
An amount of $2,000 was left
Barnett, Charles, Danny, and
Chuckie Paschall, Chuck by the late Miss Jennie Scott
Higginbotham, and Terry in her will for the upkeep of
Smotherman:- Burial was -in the :r.onwtery. Jetton.,.said
the church cemetery with the other contributions have been
arrangements by the Miller given for this purpose and it is
estimated that between $8,000
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Miss Smotherman, age 36, and $10,000 will be needed to
died Tuesday at 6:30 p. in. at insure the permanent care of
the Murray-Calloway County the cemetery.
Persons are asked to give
Hospital. Her death followed
an extended illness. Her $100 for a two-grave plot if
father was the late Terry possible, but any contributions
will be appreciated. Jetton
Smotherman.
Survivors include her said the church felt it could no
Lowes longer take the responsibility
Mrs.
mother,
Smotherman, Hazel; two for the care of the cemetery
sisters, Mrs. Glen Barnett, and hoped that the fund can be
Hazel, and Mrs. Ronald Jones, established soon so the
Fallston, Md.; one brother, graveyard can be taken care
Jimmy Smotherman, Ed- of properly in the future.
Donations may be mailed to
dyville.
Jetton or Howard at Route
Seven, Murray, Ky.

Final Rites Held

For Henry Elliott
Final rites for Henry E.
Elliott of 502 Pine Street,
Murray, were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher officiating.
Pallbearers were R. W.
Churchill, Bryan Tolley, Van
Valentine, James Lassiter,
Lindsey Beane, and Carnie
Andrus. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Elliott, age 92, died
Tuesday at 11:32 a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was a retired grocery store
owner and member of the
Methodist
First United
Church.
His wife, Mrs. Ella Ann
Rowlett Elliott, died April 17
of this year. He is survived by
one half brother, Hobert
Elliott, Murray Route Five.

Calvary Temple To
Hold Bible School
The Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God
will hold its Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June
27, and continuing through
Friday, July 1.
Classes for all ages from
nursery (2-3) through teenage
will be held each weekday
from 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
The theme of study will be
"Lord Jesus Teach Me."
Features of the school will
include song time, Bible
study, visual demonstrations,
making, a
craft
and
spokesman said. For information persons may call
753-3763.

Water Quality Standards Must Be Clear, Panel Told
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
committee
special
A
attempting to draft new state
water quality standards by the
end of the year must try to
make them as precise and,
reasonable as possible, the
panel has been told.
Without a clear and
reasonable definition Of
"waters." in Kentucky, the
state could find itself
enforcing regulations
applying to "ditches, farm
pond outflow or downspouts on
homes," Bill K. Caylor, legal
-counsellor the-Kentucky Coal.
Association, warned.
Caylor was one of several
testifying
witnesses
Wednesday at ..a public
hearing held by the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
The hearing was held before
the new Technical Advisory
Steering Committee on Water
Quality Standards, the group
named by Natural Resources
Secretary Robert Bell to draft
the new regulations.
requires
Federal law
Kentucky to draft new,
quality
water
tougher
standards as part of the
second phase of a program to
clean up the nation's waters
by 1983.
environmental
Kentucky
been
have
officials
considering water standards
for years, but have yet to
come up with a satisfactory
version.
Last year alone, the state
Water Quality Division came

Building Bill
In Committee

A bill introduced in the House
of Representatives to name the
federal building here for Frank
A. Stubblefield has not come out
of committee.
The measure, House Bill
The funeral for Bert Wilson HR6726, is before the House
is being held today at two p. Public Works Committee. The
m. at the chapel of the J. H. bill, introduced by Rep. Carroll
Churchill Funeral Home with Hubbard of Mayfield and cothe Rev. Jerrell White of- sponsored by the other six
ficiating.
members of the Kentucky
Serving as pallbearers are delegation, was introduced on
Bert Taylor, Hollin Jones, Joe April 28. The delegation
Thomas Foster, Lenon Hall, members said they wanted "to
James Hester Foster, and show our affection and admiraAubrey Jones. Burial will tion" for Stubblefield who had
'follow in the Oak Grove served eight terms in Congress.
Hubbard unseated Stubblefitld,
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, age 81, died a Murray Democrat, in 1974.
Stubblefield, who has been a
Tuesday at 11:30 a. m. at the
Suburban Hospital, Louisville. patient at Methodist Hospital in
than three
He was a member of the Oak Memphis for more
last
statement
a
issued
months,
Grove Baptist Church.
month through attorney Samuel
Survivors include his wife,
Boaz of Paducah, his brotherMrs. Connie Paschall Wilson; in-law, asking that the building
two daughters, Mrs. J. P. be named for the late federal
Smotherman, Detroit, Mich., judge Roy M.Shelbourne.
and Mrs. Claytor( P. Hall,
Stubblefield said he hoped the
Pensacola, Fla.; 'two sons, bill would be amended to more
Hugo, Louisville, and Beck, appropriately honor Shelbourne
Cadiz; three sisters, Mrs. who was a citizen of Paducah
, Lydia Foster, Haze! Route and had served'Western KenOne, Mrs. Ruby Hill, Cam- tucks' so well fors° many years.
bridge, Ohio, and Mrs. Betty
LAKE DATA
Story, Detroit, Mich.; one
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m
Wilson, 358.8, no change.
brother, Goble
Detroit, Mich.; sixtecz, Below dam 302.7, down 0.2.
twenty-two
grandchildren;
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 358.9,
great grandchildren; one up 0.1.
great great grandchild.
Below dam 303.2, down 0.1

Funeral Is Today
For Bert Wilson

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Investigators won't start
analyzing evidence and
writing a report on the
Beverly Hills Supper Club
fire in northern Kentucky for
at least a month, a state
legislative committee has
been told.
It will take until late next
month to have evidence from
the ruined building tested and
to finish interviewing officials
and patrons of the Southgate,
Ky., club, State Police
Kenneth
Commissioner
Brandenburgh said.
Before that is done,analysis
of the Memorial Day weekend
fire that killed 162 people
"might result in inadequately
conclusions,"
documented
Brandenburgh said in a
written report received
Wednesday by the Interim
Joint Committee on Health
and Welfare.
He said the investigators of
"Kentucky's single most
disastrous incident" need not
only the test results and
interview transcripts but also
a legal summary.
A summary of federal, state
safety
local fire
and
regulations is being prepared
by Northern Kentucky State
University Professor Ovid
Lewis, appointed by Gov.
Julian Carroll as special
fire
the
for
counsel
investigation, Brandenburgh
said.
The committee had asked
for reports from Lewis and
state Fire Marshal Warren
Southworth as well as
Brandenburgh.
The commissioner said his
would be the only response
because "the investigation is
in a
being conducted

Cheaper Than You Can
Eat At Home'

• 309 N.16th • •
Weo Side Campus

Thursday, June 23, Friday, June 24
& Saturday, June 25

A Generous Portion

'449

1. Roast Prime Rib of Beef
2. Prime Fillet Mignon Steak with Shrimp
3. 8 Oz. Rib Eye
4. 12 Oz. T-Bone

$349
$349
$349

Our Famous Salad Bar With The Above 4 Specials

5. 12 oz. Kansas City Cut

$379

All the Catfish you can eat, cole slaw, sliced
onion, french fries, white beans, golden
brown hush puppies

Remember our Sunday Special Luncheon. 1
meat, 3 vegetables, and dessert. kids 12
under'7 price

'2"

•

Only

2

He said classifications
should reflect present or
potential beneficial uses,
developed as a result of
"grassroots hearings" held in
the state.
Two representatives of the
Sierra Club urged the
committee to produce a
strong, enforceable and
workable set of regulations
this year, prior to the start of
the 1978 General Assembly.
In brief testirnoney the
environmentalists disagreed
on one major point with
spokesmen for business and
industry...

The Sierra Club members
and Winifred Hepler of
Louisville, who identified
himself to the committee as a
conservationist, said the
regulations should contain a
anti-degradation
strong,
clause.
Anti-degradation is the
principle that no water can be
lowered from its present
quality, although the lower
water quality still may
comply with all applicable
standards and is still suitable
for present and future
designated uses.

The Chamber of Commerce
charged that the adoption of
such a . regulation would
interfere with an individual's
right to use his property as he
deems best.
Caylor said the imposition of
a non-degradation regulation
would result in a special
hardship to the mining
industry. And Cress and a
the
of
_representative
Kentucky Farm Bureau said
the question of including an
anti-degradation provision in
the new standards must be
addressed by the Kentucky
General Assembly.

UNIROYAL

Tires and
more...
car care

I'd personally
like to congratulate

Carroll Tire Service

Fire Analysis Won't
Begin for Another Month

3 DAY SPECIALS
751-0303

up with seven different drafts, for each watershed would be
costly and time consuming,
Bell said.
but he said the job could be
the
of
chairman
Roth,
John
a
committee and commissioner made easier by holding
to
of the state Bureau of series of regional meetings
Protection, obtain information from water
Environmental
users and dischargers on the
said the record would remain
of quality needed for
level
receive
to
open for 20 days
stream.
additional public comment on each
'Lloyd Cress, an attorney for
what the new regulations
Ashland Oil Co., also said the
should say.
standards must be
Caylor said each major water
in their terms and
precise
should
water basin in the state
applicability, and that they
be addressed separately, and
should cover all flowing
that specific criteria and uses
waters in Kentucky apart
should be designated for each
from "truly private waters,"
basin.
that
in
stream
he sai4:He urged the committee to
adopt a clear and reasonable
waters,
definition' of
suggesting that Kentucky
should follow the federal
government's approach by
classifying streams according
to their best potential uses.
Caylor also asked the
committee not to draft
standards that would place
"unwise and unnecessao
restrictions on mineral.
development."
Philip Thompson, president.
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, submitted written
testimony to the committee,
saying it is ridiculous to
classify all waters of the state
for all purposes, such as
public water supply, aquatic
life or recreation.
Instead, he said the state
should develop standards
classifying individual streams
"according to their actual,
real life, beneficial uses."
acknowledged
Thompson
that the establishment of
individual use classification

coordinated fashion rather
than on an independent basis
by a number of agencies."
It also involves cooperation
with officials of the National
Fire Prevention and Control
Administration. the U.S.
Department of Commerce,the
National Bureau of Standards
and the National Fire
Protection Association, he
said.
reprt
Brandenburgh's
included conclusions on the
cause of the fire that were
reported by Southworth on
June 10, after investigators
probed the remains of the
nightclub building.
Southworth said that the
building was "not equipped
with fire separation walls,
smoke or fire detectors, fire
alarm system or automatic
sprinkler system."
He said the fire apparently
was electrical and started in
the club's Zebra Room, there
it fed on combustible ceiling
tile and wood supports in
concealed spaces "for a
considerable time prior to
discovery."
Southworth has said since
that investigators are trying
to find the reason for a gap in
the fire marshal's office files
on the club. No documents are
on file for the years 1972-75.
Owners of such buildings
are required to get the fire
marshal's approval for
construction and major
remodeling projects, but
Southworth has said there
were apparently expansions
and remodeling at the club
"that we didn't know about"
during the four-year period for
which there are no records.
He has said the Zebra room
was remodeled in 1975 or 1976
and no plan was submitted to
his office.
Brandenburgh said the
report investigators expect to
begin preparing late next
month "will deal both With the
circumstances of May 28, 1977,
and with the legal and
compliance issues which
predate the fire."
He did not say how long it
will take to go over the
evidence and prepare the
report.
"There will be a full
disclosure of evidence and
other documentation upon the
release of the final report,"
Brandenburgh said."Until the
release of that report, no
evidence or documentation
will be disclosed or discussed
publicly."

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June Z1, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 609 Est 800 Barrows h
Gilts mostly .50 higher sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . k.. . 644 50-44:75
US 1-3 100-24016a
144.00-44.50
us 24 240-280 lbs.
US 3-4 280-280 Its.
$42 25-43.25
Sows
US 1-2 279350 Its
. *3360-34,00
US 1-3 3004501bn. .
*3460.3550
US 1-3450-650 lbs.
*35 50.2600
US 2-3 300300lbs
$32604300
Boars 24.00-26.00
•

for their special
"President's Challenge"
purchase. That's why there
has never been a better
time to buy Uniroyal tires.
W.H.SCHMALZ
PRESIDENT,UNIROYAL TIRE CO

UNIROYAL
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THE
FINEST CARS
IN THE WORLD
USE
UNIROYAL

.•1\-‹

YOU SHOULD TOO

Alb

CHECK OUR RECORD-BREAKING DEALS AT...

Carroll
Tire Service
1105 Pogue, Murray
753-1489
Aurs. 7-5, Fri. 7-6, Closed Sat.
.mb
Store Hours: Mon.-411

